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Executive Summary
Introduction
In 2012 Rockhampton was nominated for one of two pilot ‘Cultural Places’ programs
funded by the federal government through the Australia Council for the Arts, in
partnership with Arts Queensland and Rockhampton Regional Council. The other
Cultural Places pilot project was delivered in Goolwa, South Australia. The
Rockhampton Cultural Places pilot was named Creative Capricorn, the Goolwa initiative
became known as Just Add Water.
Cultural Places aimed to demonstrate that when integrated into economic, social and
community planning, arts and cultural projects can assist in the diversification of local
economies, increase social cohesion and improve quality of life. The pilot programs
were intended to bring direct benefit for artists, venues, audience development, and
most importantly, the wellbeing of the community.
Specifically, the four broad objectives for both Cultural Places initiatives were to:
1. Strengthen local commitment to arts and cultural planning and development;
2. Increase arts and cultural opportunities for community members, artists and visitors;
3. Increase local capacity to plan, deliver and evaluate arts and cultural activities and
events; and
4. Increase the extent to which the community values arts and culture.
Arts Queensland nominated Rockhampton to receive one of the Cultural Places pilot
projects. A Steering Committee was formed to oversee the direction of the pilot and to
guide and support its implementation. It comprised representatives from Arts
Queensland, Australia Council for the Arts, Rockhampton Regional Council and
Creative Capricorn. A local Community Reference Group––based in Rockhampton––
was created to guide and inform operational decision-making processes on a local level
by providing feedback to the Rockhampton Regional Council and the Creative
Producer.
Once Rockhampton was selected as the host town, an Expression of Interest for a
Creative Producer was advertised nationally and locally. Creative Regions Ltd––a notfor-profit arts organisation and regional production company based in Bundaberg––was
appointed to deliver the program.
In its first year in 2012, Creative Capricorn focused on exploration and the sourcing of
artists and project opportunities. In the following year the focus was project
development and skills development. In its third and final year the emphasis was on
professional development, wider engagement and the sustainability of the initiative.
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Objectives of the evaluation
The aim of this project was to evaluate the outcomes of the Creative Capricorn
program against its intended objectives and the needs of the community. It was also
designed to explore the extent to which the learnings may contribute to the building of
cultural vibrancy in other regional communities.
Three reports were produced in the course of the evaluation period: A Benchmark
Report after Year 1; an Evaluation Report after Year 2, and this Final Evaluation Report
eight months after the end of the pilot period. Six case studies were prepared in multimedia format (written and video) to highlight the personal stories of six participating
artists or artist groups.

Evaluation activities
Community surveys were conducted with members of the Rockhampton community to
provide pre-program and post-program measures on how the community values the
arts. The surveys were distributed through existing arts, council and Creative Capricorn
networks. Although survey participation was highest amongst those already engaged in
the arts, this did not compromise the analysis of changes over time. Consultation was
conducted with 30 artists and 22 internal and external stakeholders. Program data was
collected, social media monitoring carried out and six multi-media case studies
prepared. Three site visits were made to Rockhampton over the duration of the
program.
A full list of people consulted can be seen in Appendix 2; a copy of stakeholder
discussion guides in Appendix 5; the community survey in Appendix 6; and two written
case studies in Appendix 1.

The external situation
Rockhampton Regional Council currently has three major localities, centred around the
city of Rockhampton. In 2008, four local government authorities were amalgamated to
become Rockhampton Regional Council––a process that was controversial locally. In
January 2014, Yeppoon voted to de-amalgamate from Rockhampton, creating
Livingstone Shire Council.
Following de-amalgamation, a number of staff at Rockhampton Regional Council were
transferred to Livingstone Shire Council, including Council’s Community Arts Officer.
Rockhampton Art Gallery’s Public Programs Officer position was also discontinued.
There were a number of external factors at play throughout the duration of Creative
Capricorn that impacted upon the delivery of its outcomes: de-amalgamation as
described above, local government elections and staff changes in Arts Queensland.
Despite the natural disasters and extreme weather events that occurred in the funded
period, Creative Capricorn was delivered according to plan.

Program delivery
The key project statistics over the three-year funded period:
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‣ 409 artists showcased their work;
‣ 390 artists participated in skills development;
‣ 33 projects were commissioned;
‣ Individual projects received funding of between $250 and $20,000;
‣ Approximately 13,000 attendances to public events, engaging with approximately
6500 people;
‣ 46 public events;
‣ Approximately 400 volunteers engaged with project activities.
A full list of all projects undertaken and delivered can be seen in Appendix 4.

How the program objectives were met
Objective 1: Creative Capricorn provides a strong local commitment to arts and
cultural planning and development
There is evidence that Creative Capricorn contributed to an increase in the local
commitment to arts and cultural planning and development in Rockhampton. Arts and
culture are slowly becoming integrated into local government planning processes.
However, the de-amalgamation process precipitated a more cautious approach to
supporting activities that would eventually become subsumed by Livingstone Shire
Council. This naturally led to a decrease in Council’s investment in arts and culture by
$188,000 over the course of the funded program. The greatest reduction occurred in
2013/14––soon after de-amalgamation. However, the percentage of Council’s total
annual expenditure allocated to arts and culture was at its lowest in the 2014/15
financial year (1.18 per cent of Council’s total expenditure, down from 1.46 per cent the
previous year, and 1.48 per cent in 2012/13).
One of Creative Capricorn’s key achievements has been to integrate the arts into
regional destination marketing initiatives. Creative Regions collaborated with Capricorn
Enterprise to ensure arts and culture were represented in the Capricorn Tourism
Destination Plan 2014-2020 as a destination priority.
Council’s Arts and Cultural Policy was prepared by Creative Regions and adopted by
Council on 12 December 2012. The Policy provides the framework for Council to plan
and implement its arts and cultural activities through the provision of hard and soft
regional infrastructure. It was intended to form the basis for the Cultural Plan.
Creative Regions also prepared a Public Art Statement for Council to ensure a more
integrated approach is taken to supporting creativity and the arts, although this has not
yet been adopted by Council.
Creative Capricorn influenced the implementation of a number of strategies or activities
within Council that provide evidence of local government’s growing commitment to arts
and culture:
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‣

Council’s Planning and Regional Promotions Departments are looking at
implementing public art into the major CBD Revitalisation and River front renewal
project;

‣

Council’s Waste Disposal section commissioned a local artist to create a public
artwork at the recycling facility;

‣

Council has taken on the management, funding, support and delivery of weekly free
arts workshops in the Botanic Gardens and Walter Reid Centre, which originated
as part of Creative Capricorn and are now being part-funded by Council’s Parks
department;

‣

Council has been scoping the possibility of a community arts disaster recovery
project that involves a partnership between artists and Rockhampton Base
Hospital;

‣

Creative Regions has an ongoing working relationship with Rockhampton Regional
Council’s Arts and Heritage team and has been commissioned to prepare Council’s
Cultural Plan.

Some of these initiatives and new partnerships have been made possible by the
employment of Creative Capricorn’s Associate Producer as Events Officer in Council’s
Arts and Heritage division. This appointment has facilitated some continuity for the
program and is likely to help further embed arts and culture into local government
planning processes.
A number of Creative Capricorn’s funded projects or activities contributed to cultural
tourism. Examples include the profiling of Rockhampton’s built heritage, highlighting the
region and its cultural diversity through film projects, and touring of the yearly coastal
Village Festival to other Central Queensland regions.
Objective 2: Increased arts and cultural opportunities for community members, artists
and visitors
The Rockhampton Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre have traditionally been two of
Rockhampton’s major cultural institutions. Creative Capricorn did not appear to drive
increased engagement with these institutions on an ongoing basis, though they were
consulted as part of program delivery and some Creative Capricorn activities did lead to
short-term increases in attendances.
Creative Capricorn provided increased opportunities for community members, artists
and visitors to work in a paid or voluntary capacity in the arts. The program engaged
with a diverse range of participants, including artists from Indigenous communities.
Satisfaction levels of participants increased over time, and the program activated a
range of non-traditional spaces in the region to help broaden the appeal of the arts.
Over the three year program period, Creative Capricorn engaged with more than 6,600
community members, 400 paid artists and nearly 400 volunteers through more than 34
funded projects and approximately 200 individual activities and 46 public events.
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Findings from the community surveys conducted before and after the pilot found that
participation in the paid workforce in the arts increased by eight per cent between 2012
and 2015, and participation in the voluntary workforce increased by 17 per cent over
the same period. 1 While the survey samples were not necessarily representative, these
figures suggest a considerable increase in engagement levels over the course of the
program.
The demographic profile of participants changed over time. In the first year participants
were predominantly Caucasian adults, but this profile became more diverse in the
remaining years. Creative Regions recognised a need to provide particular support for
Indigenous artists, given the multiple Indigenous communities in the region and the
limited opportunities they had had to previously showcase their work. Creative
Capricorn also successfully engaged families and children.
The aspects that participating artists most valued about Creative Capricorn were the
opportunities the program brought to build and increase their profile as artists,
collaborate and communicate, and engage in professional work.
Objective 3: Increased local capacity to plan, deliver and evaluate arts and cultural
activities and events.
Creative Capricorn supported local artists and arts workers to build their capacity to
plan and deliver arts and cultural projects. The program provided support for artists to
develop new skills, build networks to work collaboratively, and source additional funding
for projects and activities.
The Warehouse Program comprised 11 individually tailored professional development
opportunities for artists, arts workers, arts organisations and volunteers. The program
comprised 81 activities, with the support of 22 mentors. The outcomes of this program
were skills development for 60 paid artists and 227 volunteers. The activities and events
that came out of projects generated through the Warehouse program attracted more
than 3,000 attendances.
New connections were made between many individuals and groups, including
connections between artists and arts and cultural organisations, artists and
government, volunteers and artists, and between private businesses and artists. In
addition, a number of new working relationships were developed through the program
within Council, as departments collaborated on arts and cultural projects for the first
time. Consequently, opportunities arose for artists to work on larger projects than they
had previously undertaken. A number of these new networks have endured beyond the
life of the program.
There remained a cohort of artists who did not wish to engage in the program to work
at a higher professional level. These artists did not benefit as directly from the program,

Findings from Community Surveys, sample sizes less than 200 and not population-based representative
samples.
1
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as Creative Capricorn made a decision to focus on professional rather than amateur
arts practice as a way of achieving greater public outcomes.
There were some missed opportunities for connections and collaborations, such as
between Creative Regions and Rockhampton Art Gallery, and with projects being
delivered as part of the Animating Spaces program in Yeppoon.
Objective 4: Increase in community valuing of arts and culture
The value placed on arts and culture by the Rockhampton community has traditionally
been mixed. However, there is evidence that over recent years the community’s
collective understanding and appreciation of arts and culture has increased. The
community sees the arts as something more than entertainment alone. This has been
reflected in increased participation and engagement levels with arts and cultural events
and activities introduced by Creative Capricorn, as well as the continuation of activities
beyond the pilot, even at modest levels.
The cultural dimension of Rockhampton is perceived to be growing, with more people
expressing the view that the arts expose them to new ideas and encourage them to
question things. Additionally, there is an increased perception that the arts help people
to understand and work with differences. The arts are perceived to be more affordable
now than in 2012, and there is a growing belief that the arts make for a richer and more
meaningful life.

Legacy of the program
One of the key legacies of Creative Capricorn has been a changing ethos within Council
regarding the provision of access to arts and cultural facilities. Council continues to
work towards embedding the arts into local planning processes. In addition, Council’s
Arts and Heritage team is scoping the possibility of new partnerships for future arts
projects. Council hosted the Rockhampton River Festival in July 2015 and has
committed to run this event on an annual basis.
Close to 400 artists and arts workers in Rockhampton have enhanced professional
skills to deliver arts and cultural programs when opportunities arise. However, only a
small cohort of approximately 15 artists or arts groups have continued to deliver
programs beyond the end of Creative Capricorn. The key legacy activities have been:
‣

Approximately eight local artists went on to participate in the Rockhampton River
Festival;

‣

14 of the 15 artists who had delivered free arts workshops through Creative
Capricorn continue to do so eight months after the end of the program;

‣

A greater number of local artists are selling and exhibiting their work at the
Rockhampton Art Gallery than previously;

‣

The local producer of the Cabaret project delivered a second run of the show with
two well-attended performances at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre;
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‣

Approximately 10 artists or arts organisations have exhibited their work in the popup shop space in Rockhampton’s main street as part of the ongoing For Lease
project.

Creative Regions committed considerable time and effort to plan for Creative
Capricorn’s transition in response to the vast majority (96 per cent) of Creative
Capricorn’s contacts wanting to see a similar program continue. However, governance
structures were not in place to fully address transition planning for the project.

Strengths and challenges
Strengths of the Program
The key strengths of Creative Capricorn were:
‣

Flexibility in the way the program was delivered and able to be evolved in response
to the needs of the community;

‣

Targeted reach of the program, namely emerging artists who were in a position to
work at a higher professional level;

‣

Engagement with Indigenous artists, whose projects attracted good audiences and
participation numbers;

‣

Skills and expertise of Creative Regions to deliver the project and meet challenges
with sensitivity, creativity, flexibility and commitment;

‣

Identification of strategic partnerships with organisations and individuals,
particularly The Village Festival and Keppel Coast Arts, which helped to achieve a
number of significant outcomes.

Challenges of the Program
The aspects of Creative Capricorn that provided challenges for the program’s delivery
were:
‣

Limited assessment of the community’s readiness to deliver the program when pilot
sites were being selected for Cultural Places;

‣

Unrealistic initial program scope for the city of Rockhampton, which was not
endorsed by the community;

‣

Lack of endorsement of the program from Council’s elected members which
impacted on its efficiency and effectiveness;

‣

External factors which impacted on the smooth delivery of the program,
specifically, de-amalgamation and local and state government elections;

‣

Governance and administration issues which impacted on the efficiency with which
the program was delivered, particularly relating to the Steering Committee, Local
Reference Group, ongoing engagement of the Australia Council and changes in
state government staffing;
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‣

The Fly-In-Fly-Out model of delivery which compromised the potential for broader
outcomes;

‣

Branding issues which impacted on the program reaching its full potential; and

‣

Limited financial backing from local businesses for the program, which impacted on
resources available to deliver the program and therefore its effectiveness delivering
outcomes.

Implications for regional delivery
The design and delivery of Creative Capricorn raises implications for the ways in which
arts and cultural programs can best be used to build cultural vibrancy in regional
communities.
Interviews with external stakeholders and a desktop review revealed key elements of
success of regional arts initiatives designed to build cultural vibrancy include:
‣

Avoiding a one-size-fits-all approach to engagement and delivery;

‣

Ensuring local government plays a key role;

‣

Linking arts and cultural programming with local issues;

‣

Nurturing and supporting key dynamic relationships within council to ensure broad
ownership of arts programs;

‣

Ensuring local arts organisations drive programs wherever possible; and

‣

Supporting the program’s legacy planning.

Investing in places like Rockhampton with traditionally low levels of arts engagement
and capacity require realistic objectives to be set, particularly in a three-year funded
period. Regions like Rockhampton can benefit from boosted investment in arts and
culture in the medium term, but also need long-term strategic vision and ongoing
funding to support and fully sustain outcomes.

Recommendations
The following recommendations are made for the funding of future arts and cultural
programs of a similar nature to Creative Capricorn in regional communities.
Recommendation 1. Ensure program goals are appropriate to the level of pre-existing
arts engagement in the community, and arts and cultural service-based infrastructure is
in place in the long term to sustain outcomes.
Recommendation 2. Where possible, use competitive tender processes that required
communities to demonstrate their willingness and capacity to deliver the program, and
to articulate how the program’s goals align with the needs of their community.
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Recommendation 3. Put systems in place at the start of the program to ensure and
maintain good governance, including clear expectations regarding levels of
responsibility and accountability amongst all key stakeholder groups.
Recommendation 4. Ideally, ensure the project is delivered by an arts organisation
based in the local community. If the necessary skills are not available locally and a fly-infly-out model is used, build training of one or more local leaders into the project, to
develop local capacity and sustain project outcomes.
Recommendation 5. Be realistic about what can be achieved in a three-year time
period, particularly in areas with low levels of engagement and capacity.

Conclusion
Creative Capricorn demonstrated that concentrated investment in a region with low
levels of engagement and capacity can effectively bring about positive change.
The ambitious objectives of the Cultural Places funding program were not an
appropriate match with the needs of the Rockhampton community, and a number of
external factors were impediments to the effectiveness and efficiency of the program
delivery throughout its funded period.
Given the range of challenges, Creative Capricorn was successful in making
considerable changes to the lives of a small number of people, and modest changes to
the broader community. Creative Capricorn demonstrated that well designed programs
require good planning before they are rolled out, good collaborative working
relationships between levels of government, and an active role for local government in
particular. They need support for their strategic transition planning, and would benefit
from the involvement of dynamic local community leaders.
It is important that regions like Rockhampton with lower participation and engagement
levels than other regions continue to receive investment. However, it is also crucial that
communities demonstrate their willingness to receive, support, deliver and advocate for
the project to ensure that investment will deliver good returns.
The lessons learned from this pilot initiative can be carried forward into the planning of
future arts and cultural programs designed to contribute to cultural vibrancy in regional
communities.
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1. Introduction
In 2012 Rockhampton was nominated as one of two sites for the ‘Cultural Places’
program funded by the federal government through the Australia Council for the Arts, in
partnership with Arts Queensland and Rockhampton Regional Council. The other
Cultural Places pilot project was delivered in Goolwa, South Australia.
The Cultural Places initiative aimed to demonstrate that arts and cultural projects can
assist in the diversification of local economies, increase social cohesion and improve
quality of life when integrated into economic, social and community planning. They
were intended to bring direct benefit for artists, venues, audience development, and
most importantly, the wellbeing of the community. Specifically, the four broad objectives
for both pilot projects were to:
1. Strengthen local commitment to arts and cultural planning and development;
2. Increase arts and cultural opportunities for community members, artists and visitors;
3. Increase local capacity to plan, deliver and evaluate arts and cultural activities and
events; and
4. Increase the extent to which the community values arts and culture.
The Rockhampton-based initiative was branded ‘Creative Capricorn’, the Goolwa
project named ‘Just Add Water’. Creative Capricorn ran from March 2012 to December
2014 and involved the integration of artistic and cultural programs into the region.

Rationale for selecting Rockhampton
Rockhampton was considered by Arts Queensland to be in a good position to receive
the sustained injection of resources provided by Cultural Places to ensure long-term
benefits for its burgeoning creative community. The rationale for selecting Rockhampton
included:
‣ An Australia-wide telephone survey conducted in 2009, and bolstered in 2010 to
provide a sufficient Queensland sample, revealed that Central Queensland had the
highest polarisation across its community attitudes to the arts;2
‣ Rockhampton and its region were well positioned to engage in arts-led recovery in
the wake of recent extreme weather events;
‣ Rockhampton Regional Council emerged as a key regional body in Central
Queensland with the potential to be a catalyst for building arts and cultural activities
into cross-Council planning processes;
‣ The physical arts infrastructure was well developed and well financed and supported;

2

Arts Qld in partnership with the Australia Council for the Arts, ‘More than bums an seats:

Australian participation in the arts’, Sydney, Australia Council for the Arts, 2010
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‣ Opportunities existed for broadening partnership opportunities with a number of
education, arts and business organisations;
‣ Arts Queensland made a considerable investment in arts partnerships with
Rockhampton Regional Council through the Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF)
and the A-Venue program and was intending to make further investments in the
Rockhampton region.

Goolwa, South Australia, was selected as the site for the other Cultural Places pilot
programs as it built directly on foundations established after hosting two other major
cultural programs in 2012: Kumuwuki/Big Wave––the Regional Arts Australia National
Conference; and Change and Adaption––an Australia Council for the Arts Community
Partnership initiative.
As the recipient of the South Australian Government’s Regional Centre of Culture program
and investment, Goolwa benefitted from three years of planning and engagement before
Cultural Places was delivered.
The population of Goolwa (3,242) is significantly smaller than that of the Rockhampton
region (85,067)**. The population is more compact, better connected, and program
activities focused primarily on public event programming in a newly renovated hall.
* source: Alexandrina Council ID Profile
** source: Rockhampton Regional Council ID Profile
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2. Creative Capricorn overview
Creative Capricorn aimed to grow a locally designed, owned and produced arts and
cultural program. The program featured a mix of commissioned and touring exhibitions,
performances, workshops and professional development activities.

Funding
A total of $1.5 million (cash and in-kind) was invested over three years, including prior
investment in the Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF) by Arts Queensland.
Australia Council for the Arts provided $600,000 (cash); Arts Queensland and
Rockhampton Regional Council each invested $450,000 (cash and in-kind).

Delivery model
The delivery of the pilot project was based on an integrative approach, characterised by
the role arts and cultural projects play to support the diversification of local economies,
increase social cohesion and improve quality of life when integrated into economic,
social and community planning.

Appointment and administration
The Australia Council for the Arts requested state arts agencies to nominate potential
pilot sites for the Cultural Places program, with Arts Queensland nominating
Rockhampton.
Once Rockhampton had been selected as the host town, an Expression of Interest for
a Creative Producer was advertised nationally and locally. Creative Regions Ltd––a notfor-profit arts organisation and regional production company based in Bundaberg––was
appointed in December 2011. A Creative Producer was engaged on a part time
contractual basis and an Associate Producer on a 0.6 FTE basis. However, it was
necessary for the Creative Producer to work almost full time on the project, not
necessarily always in Rockhampton.

Governance
A Steering Committee was formed to oversee the direction of the pilot and to guide and
support its implementation. It comprised representatives from Australia Council for the
Arts, Arts Queensland, Rockhampton Regional Council and Creative Capricorn. The
Steering Committee initially met on a quarterly basis each year, although less regularly
as the project rolled out.
A local Community Reference Group––based in Rockhampton––was created to guide
and inform operational decision-making processes on a local level by providing
feedback to the Rockhampton Regional Council and the Creative Producer. This group
also met sporadically over time, and its effectiveness was limited.
The Reference Group originally comprised representatives from Rockhampton Regional
Council (Community and Cultural Development and Arts and Heritage sections), Keppel
Coast Arts Council, Capricorn Enterprise, Rockhampton Morning Bulletin, Museum
Resource Centre and Central Queensland University. In the final 12 months of the
NSF Consulting
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program, representatives of the Museum Resource Centre and Central Queensland
University left the group, with no replacements provided. A representative from the
Indigenous health sector and a representative of local artists and arts organisations
joined. Council’s Mayor Strelow joined the Reference Group in 2014, although did not
attend a meeting. The Reference Group was chaired by Councillor Rose Swadling.

Program delivery
Each year the program was designed and delivered with a different focus to build
momentum over time.
Year 1 (2012) Program––Exploration
In its first year the program was exploratory in nature. It involved sourcing local artists,
identifying interested community members for voluntary roles, discussing the feasibility
and suitability of potential projects and seeking suitable venues.
Year 2 (2013) Program––Project and skills development
In 2013 the program was about the development of new projects and of artists’
professional skills. Program activities in the second year were designed to introduce
artists and arts groups to broader networks and encourage them to work across artistic
disciplines. The four main streams of the 2013 program were the reactivation of the
Walter Reid Cultural Centre, marketing the arts in the region, developing cultural touring
product, and commissioning works that could engage the wider community.
Year 3 (2014) Program––Professional development, wider engagement and
sustainability
In its third and final year the program was designed to further engage a more diverse
cross section of the community and to encourage greater participation from children,
members of the Indigenous community, and other under-represented groups. It also
provided professional development opportunities to support the sustainability and
longevity of outcomes. In 2014 the program also continued to trial new concepts,
consolidate existing projects and work on its sustainability beyond the life of the pilot.
A major Rockhampton festival was planned as part of the Creative Capricorn program
in 2014 as a culminating event but these plans changed when Council announced that
the Rockhampton River Festival would be staged in 2015 instead––beyond the life of
the program.
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3. Objectives of the Evaluation
The aim of this project was to evaluate the outcomes of the Creative Capricorn
program against its intended objectives and the needs of the community. It was also
designed to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the program and to explore the
extent to which the learnings may contribute to the building of cultural vibrancy in other
regional communities.
The project was an ‘outcome evaluation’. This involved ongoing monitoring and
assessment of program outcomes in the first two years, before assessing the programs
overall outcomes and legacy––eight months after the end of the funded period.
Specifically, the objectives of the evaluation were to asses the extent to which the
Program delivered on its four key aims:
‣

Strengthening local commitment to arts and cultural planning and development;

‣

Increasing arts and cultural opportunities for community members, artists and
visitors;

‣

Increasing local capacity to plan, deliver and evaluate arts and cultural activities and
events; and

‣

Increasing the extent to which the community values arts and culture.

This evaluation report is the third and culminating of three progressive
evaluation reports prepared over the lifetime of Creative Capricorn. It
replicates some information presented in earlier reports, but also builds upon
previously published findings to contribute to a broader, more
comprehensive assessment.
"
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4. Evaluation activities
The following evaluation activities were conducted from 2012 to 2014.

Community surveys
Two community surveys were conducted with members of the Rockhampton
community to provide pre-program and post-program measures of how the community
perceives, values and participates in arts and culture in Rockhampton. The surveys
were distributed through the following channels:
‣

Creative Capricorn database and Facebook site;

‣

Capricorn Enterprises e-newsletter;

‣

Keppel Coast Arts Council database and Facebook site;

‣

Rockhampton Regional Council community database.

The survey was intended to provide some basic measures of changing attitudes to––
and engagement with––the arts over a three year period amongst existing networks
with the purpose of augmenting and validating the qualitative findings. It was not
designed to be a population-based representative survey.
The first survey was open for six weeks in September-October 2012, completed by 170
respondents. The follow-up survey was open for six weeks in August-September 2015,
completed by 109 respondents.
The survey was created on QuestionPro––an online survey design and analysis
platform––and participation was voluntary. The majority of questions in the two surveys
were identical to allow for accurate comparison of results between the two, and the
2015 survey also explored the legacy of Creative Capricorn.
A copy of the Community Survey can be seen in Appendix 6.

Consultation with artists
Consultation with 30 artists was conducted over the duration of the evaluation.
Eighteen in-depth telephone interviews were conducted in 2013, a further 21 in 2014
and a focus group with nine artists was facilitated in 2015.3
Artists who participated in the consultations included those who had been active in
program activities as well as those who were not engaged with Creative Capricorn.
They included visual artists, photographers, video makers, sculptors, musicians, poets,
printmakers, workshop facilitators, installation artists, and teachers. Some were artistsin-residence at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre.
A list of artists consulted can be seen in Appendix 2.

3

Many artists were interviewed more than once to assess the cumulative impact of the

program.
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Stakeholder consultation
In-depth interviews were conducted with 22 stakeholders over the course of the
evaluation (12 internal and 10 external stakeholders).
Stakeholders consulted included those involved in delivering the program,
Rockhampton Regional Council staff and elected representatives, local cultural venue
managers, arts administrators, state and federal government representatives, regional
arts workers and industry professionals.
These discussions explored the achievements of the program in relation to its four
objectives, perceived benefits, strengths and weaknesses of the program, as well as
models for using arts and culture to revitalise communities in other regions.
A list of stakeholders consulted can be seen in Appendix 2; a copy of the Stakeholder
Discussion Guides in Appendix 5.

Data collection
Data was collected throughout the funded period from major cultural venues,
government departments, tourist bodies and other organisations to track visitation,
participation and tourism. We also analysed findings from feedback forms that were
distributed at select activities and events.

Social media monitoring
Social media activity was monitored on a monthly basis over the funded period of the
program. This included Twitter and Facebook activity, as well as Creative Capricorn’s
website performance. Local press coverage and other media coverage of the program
and its activities were monitored to measure broadcast reach and how the pilot was
being portrayed.

Case studies
Six case studies were prepared in multi-media format (written and video) highlighting
the work of the following artists.
‣

Film Producers Emily and Peter Szilveszter; https://youtu.be/vvaJP8lZCds

‣

Musician Kate Leahy; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZxkaOa7Urw

‣

Film Producer Kaylene Butler; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuIAzkHhj1I

‣

Visual artists as part of Murri Girls Into Art project; https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H8UkFjP0AYU

‣

Community Arts Worker Sarah Lewis. https://youtu.be/uHDcts0jwHg

‣

Multi-media artists Bec Cawthorne and Adam Stock (written format only).

Two written studies can be found in Appendix 1.
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5. The external situation
There were a number of external factors at play throughout the duration of Creative
Capricorn that were not directly related to the program, yet impacted upon the delivery
of its outcomes.

Council amalgamation and de-amalgamation
Rockhampton Regional Council was formed in March 2008 following the amalgamation
of the Rockhampton City, Livingstone Shire, Fitzroy Shire and Mount Morgan Shire
Councils. It covered an area of approximately 18,300 km2, with a population of
approximately 112,000.
In 2012, at the beginning of Creative Capricorn’s funded period, a proposal was made
to de-amalgamate the Shire of Livingstone from the Rockhampton Region. The Shire of
Livingstone was re-established through de-amalgamation with Rockhampton Regional
Council on 1 January 2014, the beginning of the third year of Creative Capricorn.

Local government elections
In 2012, soon after Creative Capricorn started, local government elections were held in
Rockhampton. The result was a change of Mayor and associated elected members of
council in the level of support and endorsement of the program was revisited.

Queensland state government staff changes
After the initial contracting and early delivering of the pilot in 2012, Arts Queensland
experienced some staff changes. This had an indirect impact on Creative Capricorn
due to some loss of corporate knowledge about the program.

Natural disasters
Rockhampton is located along the Fitzroy River, which has a long and well-documented
history of flooding. Minor flood and extreme weather events impacted on the staging of
some of Creative Capricorn’s events and activities, but did not have a major impact on
the delivery of the program or the level of community engagement.
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6. Evaluation findings
Objective 1: Strengthen local commitment to arts and
cultural planning and development
There is evidence that Creative Capricorn contributed to an increase in local
commitment to arts and cultural planning in Rockhampton. This is despite the
range of challenges imposed by a council de-amalgamation process during
the rollout of the program.
Key points:
•

Collaborations between Creative Regions and Capricorn Enterprise––the
regional tourism organisation––resulted in arts and culture becoming an
established component in destination tourism planning.

•

Creative Regions contributed to the development of a number of Council
plans and policies that help Council support arts and culture.

•

Investment in arts and culture continues to fluctuate, creating some
uncertainty about Council’s long-term priorities for arts and culture.

•

Creative Capricorn made considerable contributions to cultural tourism
development in Rockhampton through many of its funded projects and
other strategic activities. However, the contribution is not yet evident in
visitor numbers or trends.

Embedding arts and culture across local government planning processes
Although not yet fully embedded, arts and culture have been slowly integrated into local
government planning processes.
During Creative Capricorn
Council’s Arts and Cultural Policy was prepared by Creative Regions and adopted by
Council on 12 December 2012. The Policy provides the framework for Council to plan
and implement its arts and cultural activities through the provision of hard and soft
regional infrastructure. It was intended to form the basis for the Cultural Plan, which is
yet to be prepared.
Creative Regions prepared a Public Art Statement, although this has not been adopted
by Council. The Statement was designed to provide an approach to land use
management throughout the region to support creativity and the arts, and to ensure
that council is the final decision maker on all public art projects. It was to have
supplemented and supported three new public art works developed and installed in
Rockhampton as part of the Creative Capricorn pilot program.
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Arts and culture, however, have emerged as recognised concepts in tourism planning in
the region. Creative Regions collaborated with Capricorn Enterprise to ensure arts and
culture were incorporated in the Capricorn Tourism Destination Plan 2014-2020.
The de-amalgamation process in January 2014 narrowed Council’s geographical
boundaries. At the same time, Council adopted a more cautious approach to
supporting activities that were to became part of Livingstone Shire Council. This
included reducing the support offered to artists in residence at the Walter Reid Centre,
now residing in Livingstone Shire.
Since Creative Capricorn
Since the end of the program’s funded period, Council has sustained and integrated
arts and culture into some of its significant projects for the first time. Specifically:
‣

Council’s Planning and Regional Promotions Departments are looking at
implementing public art into the major CBD Revitalisation and River front renewal
project;

‣

Council’s Waste Disposal section commissioned a local artist to create a public
artwork at the recycling facility;

‣

Council’s Parks department is part-funded the running the continuation of free arts
workshops at the Botanic Gardens;

‣

Council has taken on the management, funding, support and delivery of the weekly
free arts workshops in the Botanic Gardens and Walter Reid Centre, originated as
part of Creative Capricorn and now being part-funded by Council’s Parks
department;

‣

Council has worked closely with artists to prepare their schedules and supported
them by providing them to information to assist their acquiring of licenses and
insurances that will enable them to deliver independent workshops in the future;
and

‣

Council has been scoping the possibility of a community arts disaster recovery
project that involved partnerships between artists and Rockhampton Base
Hospital.

Some of these initiatives and new partnerships have been made possible by the
employment of Creative Capricorn’s Associate Producer as Events Officer in Council’s
Arts and Heritage Division. This appointment has facilitated some continuity for the
program and is likely to help further embed arts and culture into local government
planning processes.
In addition to these specific initiatives, there has been an increased willingness of
Council staff to provide easier access to community space and equipment for residents
who wish to use it.
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Rockhampton Regional Council’s Arts and Heritage team have an ongoing working
relationship with Creative Regions. Creative Regions has been commissioned to
prepare Council’s Cultural Plan, intended for completion by the end of 2015. Creative
Capricorn’s former Associate Producer will attend a Place Activation tour in
Christchurch with Creative Regions staff in the near future.
According to the Arts and Heritage department, the intention is for Council to return to
its pre-amalgamation position of having arts and culture better embedded into local
government planning processes, and the steps it has so far taken are considered to be
a way to achieving that goal.

Investment in arts and culture in Rockhampton
Council’s investment in arts and culture decreased by $188,000 over the course of
Creative Capricorn. The proportion of Council’s total annual expenditure allocated to
arts and culture also reduced over the same period, from 1.48 per cent in 2012/13,
down to 1.46 per cent the following financial year, reducing further to 1.18 per cent in
the 2014/15 financial year.
The greatest reduction of $180,000 occurred 2013/14––the second year of Creative
Capricorn, a likely impact of redirected resources following de-amalgamation. However,
Council’s investment in arts and culture has been estimated to increase in the 2015/16
financial year by approximately $250,000 reflecting its funding of the Rockhampton
River Festival.
Investment in heritage sites decreased by $152,000 over the three year period of the
program. This can be attributed to 2.5 positions being abolished at the Heritage Village
in 2013/14.
Rockhampton Art Gallery expenditure increased by $102,000 over the course of the
program, with the greatest injection of funds occurring in the 2014/15 financial year.
However, this came after the abolition of a Public Programs Officer position in the deamalgamation process in 2014, resulting in the Gallery cancelling its monthly children’s
programs. The financial loss of this has been offset by Council’s funding increase.
Funding for the Pilbeam Theatre decreased by $41,000 over the last three years.
However, there was an increase of $68,000 in the 2014/15 financial year, most likely a
result of financial savings that were made across a number of additional sub-units
within Council that work with the Pilbeam Theatre.
Investment in Civic Events increased by $91,000 in the second year of the program,
attributed to costs associated with the Rockhampton Show. However, it subsequently
decreased by $60,000 due to Council’s loss of operational control of the Show as well
as one staff member to Regional Promotions to deliver the Rockhampton River Festival.
No Council funding was available under its Community Arts allocation in 2014/15,
following de-amalgamation, including the Rockhampton Art Gallery’s Public Programs
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and the salary for Council’s Community Arts Officer. Some limited community arts
program content is now delivered under Pilbeam Theatre and through Civic Events.
Separate funding provided for Council’s Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF)
positions and grants have remained steady at or around $85,000 in the last three
financial years.
Council’s investment in arts and heritage over the past three financial years can be seen
in Table 1.
Table 1. Rockhampton Regional Council’s investment in arts and heritage 2012/13 2014/15
Net expenditure and % of arts and heritage budget
Item

2012/13
(before
de-amalgamation)

2013/14
(after
de-amalgamation)

2014/15
(after
de-amalgamation)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Creative Capricorn
Heritage
Services
(3 sites)

$780,000

31%

$675,000

29%

$628,000

27%

Rockhampton
Art Gallery

$748,000

30%

$756,000

32%

$850,000

37%

Pilbeam Theatre

$471,000

19%

$362,000

16%

$430,000

18%

Civic Events

$201,000

8%

$292,000

13%

$231,000

10%

Community
Arts*

$129,000

5%

$67,000

3%

$0

0%

Creative
Capricorn
(in-kind)

$100,000

4%

$100,000

4%

$100,000

4%

$83,887

3%

$81,000

3%

$86,000

4%

RADF**
Total

$2,512,887

$2,333,000

$2,325,000

% Council’s
total annual
expenditure

1.48%

1.46%

1.18%

* Includes Walter Reid Cultural Centre
** Regional Arts Development Fund (Council’s Contribution)
Source: Rockhampton Regional Council’s Arts and Heritage Division
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Cultural tourism in Rockhampton
Rockhampton has traditionally been associated with primary industry––particularly
cattle and mining.
There were 542,000 domestic visitors to Rockhampton in 2012, declining gradually
over the next three years, before rising again in 2015. It is understood that these
increases in visitor numbers are attributed to the Beef Week festival, held every three
years in Rockhampton. Similar but less pronounced fluctuations are evident amongst
international tourists. Visitor trends in Rockhampton are shown in the following graph.
Graph 1. Visitors to Rockhampton 2012-2015

BEEF WEEK 2012
BEEF WEEK 2015

Source: Tourism Research Australia’s National Visitor Survey (NVS). Tourism Queensland. Data ending June
2015.

Domestic visitor nights in Rockhampton have shown a similar trend; gradually declining
between 2012 and 2014, then rising in 2015. So, more domestic tourists were visiting
Rockhampton in 2015 and staying overnight. International tourist nights, however, have
gradually declined since 2012, through to 2015. The implication of this is that although
international tourists have continued to visit the region, they are not choosing to stay in
Rockhampton.
Visitor night trends are shown in the following graph.
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Graph 2. Visitor nights in Rockhampton 2012-2015
BEEF WEEK 2012

BEEF WEEK 2015

!
Source: Tourism Research Australia’s National Visitor Survey (NVS). Tourism Queensland. Data
ending June 2015.

Creative Capricorn’s contribution to cultural tourism
Creative Capricorn made considerable contributions to cultural tourism development in
Rockhampton through many of its funded projects and other strategic activities.
However, the contribution is not yet evident in visitor numbers or trends.
Creative Regions collaborated closely on a number of initiatives with Capricorn
Enterprise––the economic development organisation for the Capricorn region––to raise
the profile of arts and culture in the region.
One of the program’s key achievements was to successfully introduce the arts into
destination marketing initiatives. This is a notable development, as arts and cultural
experiences have not historically been included in destination marketing for the region.
Specifically, Creative Capricorn contributed in the following ways:
Capricorn Tourism Destination Plan 2014-2020. Creative Regions contributed to the
development of the first Capricorn Tourism Destination Plan 2014-2020, released by
Capricorn Enterprise. The Plan is a living document to guide tourism marketing and
management in the region. Arts and culture are acknowledged in the plan as an integral
part of Capricorn’s vision, and have been highlighted as being one of the region’s
Destination Priorities.
Visitor Guide. Creative Capricorn activities featured in Capricorn Enterprise’s Visitor
Guide. Distributed nationally, the Visitor Guide is a glossy booklet that contained
information about creativity in the Capricorn region.
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Queensland Weekender. Creative Capricorn was approached by Capricorn Enterprise
to contribute a blurb about arts and culture to be included in this publication. Local
musician Kate Leahy also contributed to content.
Cultural Tourism panel. Creative Regions instigated a cultural tourism panel at
Capricorn Enterprise’s annual Tourism Forum in February 2013. Representatives from
Keppel Coast Arts, Rockhampton Art Gallery and Tourism and Events Queensland
spoke about cultural tourism to a group of about 50 industry representatives from
around Australia. Creative Capricorn’s Creative Producer was Master of Ceremonies for
the event. For many participants it was the first time they had considered using the arts
to help promote their tourism products or services.
The Village Festival. The Village Festival is the main drawcard for domestic tourists to
the Capricorn region. It began 12 years ago and has attracted more than 5000 visitors
in the past three years. The Festival now sits within the Livingstone Shire Council local
government area. Creative Capricorn made considerable contributions to the Village
Festival, including the provision of artists and help with programming.
One of Creative Capricorn’s participating artists, musician Kate Leahy, became the new
voice and face of the ‘Summer of Capricorn’ tourism campaign for the region. Kate
then embarked on a tour into Central Queensland with acclaimed contemporary singer
Wendy Matthews, which attracted considerable publicity.
A number of projects led or supported by Creative Capricorn created cultural tourism
outcomes. Some of the projects with the most significant cultural tourism outcomes are
summarised in the following table.
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Table 2. Funded projects led or supported by Creative Capricorn with significant
cultural tourism outcomes

Project

Cultural tourism outcomes

Toonooba Voices

This documentary is currently in the midst of its three year
contract of screenings on SBS which reaches a national
audience. The DVD of the film has been purchased by local
businesses and the film screened at a number of local events.

TRACE

Profiling of Rockhampton’s built heritage by staging events at
local businesses and engaging local business owners.

Articulate: Queensland’s
Regional Arts and Culture
Conference (Arts
Queensland Conference)

Approximately 220 delegates from Queensland, interstate and
overseas were exposed to the diversity of the region with events
in Rockhampton and Yeppoon. The conference coincided with
three major funded projects.

Village Festival Road Trip

Expanded arts audiences in Central Queensland and provided a
platform for further touring options. The Village Festival was
promoted at every gig in every town.

Floodmarkers

Three works were professionally photographed and postcards
created to promote the three works as a river walk.

Full Tilt Film Festival

Ongoing profiling of the region through three tailor-made events
that attracted good audiences.

Free arts workshops

Enhanced exposure of Rockhampton Botanic Gardens and
Walter Reid Cultural Centre.

Wrapt in Rocky

A bi-annual winter event that brings fibre artists from across
Australia to learn and hone their skills.

Company in Residence

Three companies in residence at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre
were supported to host exhibitions and workshops, which
increased the public profile of the venue and attracted visitors.

‘I’m really glad I spent the extra time in Rockhampton as I thoroughly enjoyed my
time there and especially getting the chance to see TRACE. It gave me a deeper
understanding of the community and was a good model of niche cultural tourism
product.’
Helen Palmer, Cultural Tourism and Marketing Specialist, UK.

“I feel this transition is very important if the Village Festival is to grow into a
substantial event and have a significant economic and tourism impact.”
Participant, Village Festival Road Trip
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Objective 2: Increase arts and cultural opportunities for
community members, artist and visitors
Creative Capricorn provided increased arts and cultural opportunities for
community members, artists and visitors to work in a paid or voluntary
capacity in the arts, but it did not seem to influence visitor attendances at the
city’s major cultural institutions.
Key points:
•

The Rockhampton Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre have traditionally
made an important contribution to the region’s cultural fabric. However,
Creative Capricorn did not appear to drive increased engagement with
these major cultural institutions in the longer term.

•

The program engaged with a diverse range of participants, including
artists from diverse Indigenous communities, young people and families
with children.

•

Over the three year program, Creative Capricorn engaged with more than
6,600 community members, 400 paid artists, and nearly 400 volunteers
through more than 34 funded projects and approximately 200 art
activities, events and projects.

•

Participation in the paid and voluntary workforce in the arts increased
between 2012 and 2015. It seems likely that Creative Capricorn
contributed to this increase.

•

Satisfaction levels of participants increased over time, following
considerable resistance to the program from the broad artistic community
when it commenced.

•

The program activated a range of non-traditional spaces in the region to
help broaden the appeal of the arts and to showcase Rockhampton’s built
heritage.

Cultural attractions in Rockhampton
The Rockhampton Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre have traditionally made an
important contribution to the region’s cultural fabric. They continue to attract tens of
thousands of visitors a year for shows and exhibitions, but overall attendances have
changed little in recent years. Creative Capricorn, therefore, did not appear to drive
increased engagement with these major cultural institutions on an ongoing basis,
though some activities did lead to short-term increases in attendances––for example,
the Murri Girls Into Art exhibition at the Gallery.
Visitor numbers to Rockhampton Art Gallery have fluctuated between 2012-2015, with
a three year low in 2014 of slightly more than 19,000 visitors. This can be attributed to
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the loss of the Gallery’s Public Programs Officer in January 2014 following deamalgamation.
The Pilbeam Theatre has attracted visitor numbers fluctuating around 60,000 over the
past three years, peaking at 65,528 visitors in 2014.
The Rockhampton Heritage Village has gradually increased in visitor levels from
2012-2014, peaking at 64,627 in 2014. The high visitation levels of 2014 can be
explained by their role in hosting more markets, events, tours and community
information days at the site.
Archer Park Rail Museum experienced declining visitor numbers from 2012 to 2013.
The visitation figure for 2014 was unable to be obtained.
Visitors to these key cultural venues in Rockhampton are shown in the following table.
Table 3. Visitors to Rockhampton’s major cultural venues 2012-2013
Venue

2012

2013

2014

Pilbeam Theatre

62,496

60,970

65,528

Rockhampton Heritage Village

39,845

48,085

64,627

Rockhampton Art Gallery*

19,311

23,734

19,405

Archer Park Rail Museum

7,059

4,682

unkown

* Includes engagement through public programs beyond the venue
Source: venues

Opportunities for local community participation in arts and culture
Creative Capricorn increased opportunities for participation by community members,
artists and visitors. The program responded to the need of local artists to gain access
to artist space, have opportunities to exhibit their work, to collaborate with one another
and to be paid professional fees for their work. The majority of artists engaged with the
program had not before created work for public appreciation. However, this outcome
was achieved as the program unfolded and artists’ skills and confidence grew. Some
examples of work developed through Creative Capricorn that engaged the wider
community included:
‣

Walters Lounge informal Sunday afternoon music and arts events that involved 25
paid artists, six volunteers and approximately 230 attendees;

‣

Murri Girls Into Art exhibition- an art healing project that brought a group of about
16 local Indigenous women together for emotional support whilst learning skills in
silk dyeing, culminating in and an exhibition at the Rockhampton Art Gallery that
attracted more than 2,600 people.
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‣

Flipside Circus training workshops and performances that involved teaching
children circus performance skills to help them make positive improvements in their
lives by building confidence, learning new skills and working collaboratively. The
project involved 11 paid artists, 50 volunteers and 1040 attendees at
performances;

‣

Walters Block Party - a free public event that included live music, food and
participatory art activities for the whole family that attracted about 200 people;

‣

The Companies in Residence program that provided support to three companies
residing in the Walter Reid Cultural Centre to enable them to showcase their work,
involving 30 paid artists and 23 volunteers; producing exhibitions and activities that
attracted 465 attendees;

‣

The TRACE program that involved the transformation of five significant sites in
Rockhampton to promote the local heritage of the area utilising arts in an open
weekend, attracting 290 people;

‣

Free arts workshops for the general community held in a range of public places
around Rockhampton, teaching arts-based skills to adults and children (84
workshops during the funded period). These classes have continued to be offered
after the pilot period, supported by Rockhampton Regional Council. At the time of
writing, 82 workshops had been held since Creative Capricorn. Most classes have
attracted between 8-15 participants;

‣

The Full Tilt Film Festival, a successful series of three mini film festivals that
engaged Indigenous and non-Indigenous film makers, and attracted an audience of
about 750.

In 2013, Creative Capricorn made a considerable creative and financial contribution to
the Village Festival; a yearly event held in Yeppoon. Creative Regions assisted with the
production and welcome ceremony, developed a road trip that toured to eight regional
communities, attracting 87 workshop participants and 500 audience members,
supported The Idea of North vocal workshops that engaged with 40 participants and
approximately 800 audience members, and was involved in Clare Bowditch’s Big
Hearted business talk that attracted 100 participants, with a performance attracting
more than 300 people. Creative Capricorn’s contribution to the Village Festival provided
increased opportunities for public engagement and participation in arts and culture in
the region.
In July 2015, six months after the end of Creative Capricorn, Rockhampton hosted its
inaugural annual Rockhampton River Festival; a four day arts and cultural event,
focused on the local Fitzroy River. Creative Regions provided input into programming
and creative decisions for the Festival. Eight local participating artists in the Festival had
been Creative Capricorn participants; their involvement in Creative Capricorn led to
these opportunities with the Festival.
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Participation and engagement levels
Rockhampton has traditionally had low levels of public engagement in arts and culture,
other than consistent audiences attracted to a small number of cultural venues,
particularly the Rockhampton Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre.
Over the three year program period, Creative Capricorn engaged with more than 6,600
community members, 400 paid artists, and nearly 400 volunteers through more than 33
funded projects and approximately 200 art activities, events and projects. A full list of all
projects undertaken and delivered can be seen in Appendix 4.
Goolwa’s Cultural Places pilot project achieved considerably higher
participation levels with 128,352 participants and 1330 activities, events and
projects.
However, Goolwa’s program had a greater focus on public performances and
events, including the support of events brought in from elsewhere. It also
built on significant investment in the previous three years under South
Australian Government’s Regional Centre of Culture program.
Rockhampton’s program was more about capacity building.

Additionally, different measures are likely to have been used for these calculations,
and the community and cultural contexts are also very different, so caution should be
taken when making direct comparisons.

"
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Exhibitions, film festivals, art classes for children and adults, performances, open
venues, dance classes, skills development workshops and a street party were all part of
the mix of the Creative Capricorn program.
Participation and engagement levels peaked in Year 2; the year that focused on the
development of new projects and artists’ professional skills. Program activities in this
year were designed to introduce artists to broader networks and encourage them to
work across disciplines. Projects in this year––2013––attracted approximately 6,632
audience members and participants.
Table 4. Participation and engagement levels over the three year funded period
2012

2013

2014

TOTAL

Paid artists

32

267

109

409

Volunteers

20

391

198

Approx 400*

Audience + participants

962

6,632

5,781

Approx 6,632 people**

Approx 13,375 attendances/ engagements
* Many volunteers worked over more than one year so a total was estimated that avoided double counting.
** Most audience members attended more than one event, so the largest participation number from 2013 has
been taken as an indicative total to avoid double counting.

Some event and activities attracted only modest participation and audience numbers,
however, their impact was high. The TRACE project, for example, involved the
activation of non-traditional spaces around Rockhampton for the staging of arts and
cultural activities. It involved approximately 27 artists and 10 volunteers, attracting
approximately 200 people to the event. However, the importance of this project was
considerably higher. It profiled Rockhampton’s built environment, and was considered
to be a good model for a niche tourism product and use of non-traditional venues.
Some professional development workshops attracted modest participation numbers
(Nail That Grant attracted 10 participants, Photographing Your Art workshop involved
10 artists) but the outcomes for individuals were considerable, indicated by high
satisfaction levels and development of new skills.

Opportunities for professional work for local artists
Paid employment in the arts and cultural sector has been traditionally low in
Rockhampton.4 However, participation in the paid workforce in the arts increased by
eight per cent between 2012 and 2015 for respondents to the community surveys
undertaken through this evaluation.
In 2012, slightly more than one in four (28 per cent) respondents had ever worked in
the arts for a fee or salary. This increased to more than one in three (36 per cent) in
2015. Those who had worked in the arts for a fee or salary in the past three months
4

Interview with representative of Capricorn Enterprise, 2012.
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increased from 15 per cent in 2012 to 21 per cent in 2015, whereas, those whose paid
employment in the arts was more than three months ago remained steady (14 per cent
in 2012 up to 15 per cent in 2015). (Rockhampton Community surveys 2012 and
2015).
Creative Capricorn provided project funding opportunities to enable artists to work
professionally. It is likely that this has contributed to the increase in the rate of paid work
in the community more broadly. For almost all of the participating artists in the program,
it was the first time they had worked for a professional fee.
Funding for individual projects tended to range from $400 to approximately $35,000.
The Full Tilt Film Festival was a major program event in Year 3 that was funded at
$125,000, with an additional $15,000 of in-kind support. A full list of all funded projects
and their allocated budgets can be found in the Appendix of this report.
The project funding was determined by the nature and intended outcomes of each
project. Many artists paid themselves a professional fee from the budget, which is a
positive step towards the development of their professional careers and reputation.
Following their involvement in Creative Capricorn, a number of artists went on to source
other paid professional work. Some examples include:
‣

Local musician Kate Leahy, originally funded by Creative Capricorn for The Village
Festival Road Tour, went on to tour to six additional regional towns with highly
acclaimed musician Wendy Mathews;

‣

Nine artists who had been engaged with Creative Capricorn went on to work
professionally at the Rockhampton River Festival. They included photographers,
visual artists, multi media artists, and printmakers;

‣

A number of visual artists have had their work exhibited in the Rockhampton Art
Gallery for the first time, with some sales made;

‣

A number of artists who facilitated the Free Arts Workshops are continuing to run
workshops, being paid a fee by Council;

‣

A number of local film markers landed other professional opportunities after
producers or other artists saw their work during Creative Capricorn or at the
Rockhampton River Festival.

Opportunities for voluntary work in the arts
As in many regional areas, there has always been a strong arts volunteer base in
Rockhampton––including at the Pilbeam Theatre, Rockhampton Art Gallery, through
Keppel Coast Arts, and the local galleries. The Village Festival relies on hundreds of
volunteers for its three day event. Anecdotal evidence suggests there is a strong drive
from within the community to volunteer at arts and cultural events in the region. There is
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evidence that the level of voluntary participation in the arts has also increased over the
course of the Creative Capricorn program5.
In 2012 slightly over half (58 per cent) of respondents to the local community survey
conducted for this evaluation had ever worked as a volunteer in the arts in
Rockhampton. By 2015 this had increased to 74 per cent. The greatest increase was in
the rate of those who had volunteered in the last three months (up from 33 per cent in
2012 to 53 per cent in 2015). There was, however, a slight decrease in voluntary work
participation more than three months ago (down from 24 per cent in 2012 to 21 per
cent in 2015). These figures are likely to be reflective of the Rockhampton River Festival
that took place in the previous three months, which involved considerable paid and
volunteer work opportunities.
It seems likely that Creative Capricorn contributed to this increase in participation in arts
volunteering over recent years, as the changes occurred during the lifetime of the
project and beyond. However, there is no definitive evidence of a direct causal
relationship.
Changes in participation levels in paid and voluntary positions in the arts in
Rockhampton between 2012 and 2015 can been seen in the following graph.
Graph 3. Changes in work and volunteering in the arts in Rockhampton 2012-2015
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Profile of participants in arts and cultural events
Over the three year duration of the program, the diversity of Creative Capricorn
participants increased. Initially most participants were Caucasian adults, but by the
second and third years there were considerable levels of engagement by Indigenous
people, young people and families with children.
Opportunities for Indigenous artists
Rockhampton’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population represents
approximately 7.1 per cent of the total population, a higher proportion than the
Queensland average of 3.6 per cent (Queensland Treasury and Trade Office of
Economic and Statistical Research, 2015).
Creative Regions recognised a need to provide particular support for Indigenous artists,
given the strong presence of diverse Indigenous communities in the region and limited
opportunities to have had their work profiled in the past. Creative Capricorn worked
closely with Companies in Residence, including the launch of a public artwork in
Toonooba Park on Quay Street early in 2014. An international Indigenous cultural
exchange was also supported between Rockhampton and Maori communities in New
Zealand as part of the Returning Cross Culture project, which had a significant impact
on those involved.
Examples of projects that involved Indigenous participants included:
‣

Capricornia Arts Mob––a collective of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander visual
artists, sculptures, photographers, carvers and writers were one of three funded
Companies in Residence in the Walter Reid Cultural Centre. Artists in the group
participated in a number of activities including the launch of the Creative Capricorn
and Toonooba Voices, the running of a NAIDOC exhibition, participation in the
DINGO exhibition as part of the Articulate: Queensland Regional Arts and Culture
Conference, and the creation of work for the Public Flood Art Markers project at
Toonooba Park;

‣

Returning Cross Culture: Blending Identities––the funding of 22 artists from Maori
and Aboriginal cultures to share their stories through the hosting of a combined
exhibition in Yeppoon in January 2015, attracting an audience of approximately 390
people. An outcome of this project has been the opening up of international
exchanges and partnerships;

‣

Toonooba Voices––The 2013 Creative Capricorn program launch featured the
screening of a documentary film, Toonooba Voices, made by local Indigenous film
makers about Rockhampton’s Indigenous heritage. The event attracted
approximately 160 people, including Indigenous and non-Indigenous community
members;

‣

Murri Girls Into Art––the participation of 16 Indigenous women experiencing
personal mental health issues or social disadvantage. It provided a workshop
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setting in which they learned the art of silk dyeing, later culminating in an exhibition
at the Rockhampton Art Gallery that attracted more than 2,600 people;
‣

The Full Tilt Film Festival engaged Indigenous film makers to create documentary
films to tell stories of significance to the region, under the theme Indigenous
Stories. Screened during NAIDOC Week the films attracted an audience of
approximately 200 people.

The third year of the program was designed in response to a need to further engage
under-represented groups and to continue to build Indigenous audiences. One of the
main projects was the Full Tilt Film Festival––a series of events designed to partner with
local organisations in telling significant stories of the region. The three festivals were
held in conjunction with major community events and took on different themes––
Indigenous Stories, Immigration Stories and Regional Identity stories. The purpose was
to make films from within the region to showcase its cultural identity. Participants
included Indigenous film markers, members of Darumbal Youth Services, local
multicultural groups and members of the Polish, Iranian, Hungarian and Brazilian
communities. The three themed events were tailor made for specific audiences,
screened during NAIDOC week, at the Rockhampton Cultural Festival, and at the
Walter Reid Cultural Centre. Approximately 680 people in total attended a film in the
festival.
Opportunities for young people, families and children
Creative Capricorn successfully engaged young people, families and children in the
program.
The popular free arts workshops attracted a diverse profile of participants, including
males, females, adults and children. Twelve per cent also identified as being from a
culturally and linguistically diverse group, five per cent had a disability, and two per cent
identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.6 The project continues to run, funded
and managed by Rockhampton Regional Council. At the time of writing, more than 860
people––including adults and children––had participated in an arts workshop.
Other projects that involved the participation of children and young people included
CQUni Schools Jazz Festival––a project that involved university lectures and workshops
for high school musicians (and audiences), Backbone Youth Arts––an adaptation of a
Midsummer Night’s Dream with high school students from the local region, and Olga/
Justine visit––cross-cultural theatre workshops that engaged with 90 children.
Walter’s Block Party attracted a family audience of approximately 200. Bursting at the
Seams dance workshops appealed to approximately 80 participants of all ages.
Professional skills development programs drew a broad demographic profile.
Participants included people aged 25 to over 65 years of age, males and females, from

6

From the 162 participants who completed feedback forms.
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Rockhampton and from the coast. They included Indigenous and non-Indigenous
participants, people from culturally diverse groups and some who identified as having a
disability.

Satisfaction of program participants
When Creative Capricorn commenced in 2012, there was considerable resistance from
the broad artistic community to the program being run by a non-local organisation, and
cynicism that the program would succeed.
It became apparent to Creative Regions early on that Creative Capricorn would need to
deviate from its original intention of developing Rockhampton into a ‘centre of culture’,
focused on the delivery of a major festival, to one that focused on capacity building.
That is, delivering skills based activities to help local artists develop professional skills
and confidence to deliver their own arts or cultural projects in a collaborative way.
Creative Regions worked closely with Council’s Arts and Heritage division to support
artists in accessing Council’s venues and spaces. One of the program’s main
achievements was the reactivation of the Walter Reid Cultural Centre, including the
introduction of programs and activities to revitalise and refurbish the building to attract
visitors, and to support the 14 or so resident artist groups to enable them to host
workshops and activities. This Centre is now a more vibrant and welcoming venue for
locals, and continues to attract visitors, including participants for free arts workshops.
Because of the way in which Creative Regions responded to the needs of the
community, satisfaction levels amongst program participants increased over time. Indepth interviews with artists revealed high levels of satisfaction with their involvement in
program activities after the first year–– a year used to consolidate the program and
explore possibilities for programming that would respond to the needs of local artists.
By the second and third year of the program, participants valued the way in which
Creative Capricorn’s Creative Producer worked in an unbiased way with artists across a
range of artistic disciplines to provide opportunities for involvement in professional
activities.
The aspects that participants most valued about Creative Capricorn were the
opportunities the program brought to build and increase their profile as artists,
collaborate and communicate, and engage in professional work. Participating artists
who were most satisfied with the program were those who were already working at a
near-professional level and who had the initiative to source project opportunities. Local
film makers, in particular, who participated in the program had particularly high levels of
satisfaction with Creative Capricorn. This cohort of highly skilled local artists had been
particularly proactive and ambitious, and responded to opportunities provided by the
program with energy and an entrepreneurial spirit. Many of them successfully used their
artform to engage with the broader community to tell local stories.
All participating artists interviewed for this evaluation agreed that Creative Capricorn
had built a momentum that they hoped would be retained.
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‘I feel confident we have all got the most from Creative Capricorn so hopefully we
can go on in the future, not to be so timid about it and know where to look for
funding.’
Participating artist.

Satisfaction levels amongst participants of professional development programs were
high. Feedback forms were completed by 24 participants, all of whom were either
satisfied or very satisfied with the professional development workshop they participated
in. Participants particularly valued the inspiration and encouragement from guest
speakers and practical information about working as a professional artist.
There were some artists within the community who were not satisfied with Creative
Capricorn. These were more likely to be hobbyists who had hoped the program would
provide support for them. Working with artists at an amateur level was never an
intention of the program.

Satisfaction of audiences and community members
It was difficult to gain formal feedback from audiences at public events, particularly the
larger-scale participatory events, due to their informal nature. This is not an uncommon
challenge when evaluating arts programs and events. Creative Regions made an
appreciable effort to gain feedback, both in person and online, however, response rates
were often low.
In some instances, however, intercept interviews were successfully conducted at
events, along with informal discussions with participants. These revealed high levels of
satisfaction amongst audiences, particularly those attending film screenings and major
events, and participants of public art workshops.
The 2013 Program Launch was the first major event of the Creative Capricorn program.
Of the 37 people interviewed after this event, all respondents rated the event as either
‘excellent’ or ‘good’. They appreciated the quality and standard of the main film
Toonooba Voices, the way the event was organised, the cultural and community feel to
the event and the relaxed atmosphere. Nine respondents said how important this first
major event was to unite the community, bring people together and to create a
community spirit. A further nine respondents said it was important for cross-cultural
connections and to showcase emerging artists, particularly Indigenous artists, whose
work has been less visible to the wider community.

‘It brings about more understanding and empathy around reconciliation.
Audience member, 2013 program launch.

Satisfaction levels amongst public participants of free arts workshops were very high.
The free arts workshops were a particularly popular activity within the Creative
Capricorn programming, with participation numbers growing over time and continuing
to grow at the time of writing this report. Feedback forms were handed out at a range
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of free arts workshop events over the course of the program. Of 162 participants who
provided feedback, 100 per cent were either ‘extremely satisfied’ (90 per cent) or
‘satisfied’ (10 per cent). Respondents included both adults and children, from a range
of ages, males and females. The majority of participants (87 per cent) were from
Rockhampton; six per cent were from another town in the Rockhampton region, and
the remainder were from interstate or overseas. What participants liked about the arts
workshops were the opportunities for children to be involved, the inclusive nature of the
classes, the self-pacing, the provision of all materials, the skill and nature of the
facilitator, the location (for those taking place in a public garden) and the fact that they
were free of charge.

‘How lucky are we to have such wonderful free art activities. [It has been] Worth
travelling from Yeppoon. ‘
Free arts workshop participant, female, aged 45-54 years

‘It’s terrific that these events have been provided for children to access free. Great
initiative!’
Female, aged 24 year or under

Activation of non-traditional spaces
Creative Capricorn increased arts opportunities for community, artists and visitors by
activating non-traditional spaces for its arts and cultural events and activities.
Consequently, a wider range of experiences was offered, which encouraged
engagement with new audiences. It also helped to profile some of the built heritage in
Rockhampton to locals and visitors.
Program events and activities were held in private business, public gardens, in public
streets and in association with a professional conference.
Anderson’s Printing Works was one of five significant sites that was transformed and
open to the public as part of the TRACE project, which promoted local heritage of the
area through the arts in an open weekend. Other sites were the Botanic Gardens,
Kenmore House (within the Mater Hospital), Toonooba Park and the more traditional
Walter Reid Cultural Centre. Approximately 200 people engaged with this project.

‘I’ve been to Rockhampton for two years and I’ve never had a weekend like this. I’ve
been looking for this kind of experience for all that time. It was a highlight.’
Visitor to TRACE (relocated from Germany)

Rockhampton Botanic Gardens and Kershaw Gardens were sites that hosted free arts
workshops. Rockhampton Botanic Gardens was also one of the sites that hosted the
TRACE––Behind Closed Doors Exhibition.
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Rockhampton Heritage Village hosted the welcome event for the Articulate:
Queensland Regional Arts and Cultural Conference in August 2013.
A number of empty shops along Rockhampton’s main street were filled with art
installations, exhibitions and workshops as part of the For Lease project. An audience
of approximately 400 people engaged with the works, with 36 volunteers involved.
Walter’s Block Party was a free public event held in the street outside the Walter Reid
Centre. It included live music, food and participatory activities, showcasing local
musicians, attracting an audience of approximately 200.

TRACE––Behind Closed Doors activated non-traditional spaces, including Rockhampton
Botanical Gardens (top right) and Anderson’s Printing Works (top left and bottom).
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Objective 3: Increase local capacity to plan, deliver and
evaluate arts and cultural activities and events
Creative Capricorn increased local capacity to plan, deliver and evaluate arts
and cultural events and activities.
Key points:
•

Creative Capricorn helped support local artists and arts workers develop
their skills and capacity, build networks and connections and to work
collaboratively, as well as to source additional and new funding for
projects and activities.

•

The Warehouse Program involved 11 individually tailored professional
development opportunities, comprising 81 activities, and the support of 22
mentors. Outcomes included skills development for 60 artists and 227
volunteers. Activities and events generated from the program attracted
more than 3,000 visitors.

•

Creative Capricorn attracted additional in-kind and financial support for
project activities, however, because of the lack of political buy-in at a local
government level, opportunities for greater support for the program were
lost.

•

A number of new connections and networks were generated through the
program which helped to build capacity to plan and deliver cultural
activities and events. This included connections between artists and local
government, connections between artists, and connections between arts
and cultural organisations.

•

There remains a cohort of artists who were unwilling to engage with the
program and did not wish to work at a higher professional level. Creative
Capricorn intentionally focused on professional arts rather than artists
working as hobbyists.

The development of professional skills and capacity
Before Creative Capricorn, Rockhampton was home to a number of skilled artists who
worked independently, with few networks, few opportunities for collaboration, and
limited skills and capacity to obtain professional work. Others were working at a more
advanced professional level, but with limited opportunities to showcase their work to
the public. Creative Capricorn supported artists to develop their professional skills,
confidence and capacity, to enable them to plan and deliver their own projects. It
helped others with more advanced skills to source new opportunities for professional
work.
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Creative Regions discovered there was considerable capacity in the Rockhampton
region in contemporary music. A significant investment had been made by state and
local government in supporting contemporary music development through the A-Venue
program. Consequently, Creative Capricorn’s programming placed particular emphasis
on professional development opportunities for contemporary musicians. The Village
Festival provided a key support mechanism for this area, which turned out to be a
highly successful component of the program.
In addition, to address an existing gap, Creative Capricorn provided considerable
support to Indigenous artists including the development of their professional skills.
The Warehouse Program comprised 11 individually tailored professional development
opportunities for artists, arts workers, arts organisations and volunteers. The program
comprised 81 activities, with the support of 22 mentors. The outcomes of this program
were skills development for 60 paid artists and 227 volunteers. The activities and events
that came out of projects generated through the Warehouse program attracted more
than 3,000 visitors.
Specific programs delivered within The Warehouse Program were:
Companies in Residence
Based at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre, the program provided support to members of
the three main companies in residence:
‣

Capricornia Arts Mob––an emerging not-for-profit organisation that supports the
development of Indigenous artists in the region. They developed professional skills
in curating, using a range of media, print making and community engagement.

‣

Capricornia Printmakers Collective––a large group of highly skilled printmakers from
the region who developed a range of professional skills including networking,
collaboration, community engagement, sales, hire of studio spaces, purchase of
materials, working with tutors and establishing systems for workshop coordination.

‣

Keppel Coast Arts––an arts council located in Yeppoon that successfully managed
the Village Festival for a decade and was keen to broaden their scope of activity
across the region. Through the program they developed skills in presenting,
promoting and programming events. The Village Road Trip was also initiated as a
much needed expansion of regional audiences for arts activities.

The Companies in Residence program delivered a total of 44 sessions to 24 artists and
107 volunteers.
Arts Incubator Forums
Following meetings held between Creative Regions and key retail outlets for art sales,
Creative Capricorn hosted an Art To Market session at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre.
Artists were invited to display their work and sellers invited to attend, give a critique of
the work, and discuss ways of tailoring it for local markets. Unfortunately attendance
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was limited. The event coincided with Council’s decision to relinquish artist space on
the top floor of the Walter Reid Cultural Central to make way for office space, which
made the event sensitive and contentious, as artists were feeling insecure and
undervalued. However, a number of artists who displayed work found outlets for new
products out of this discussion.
For Lease
This initiative came about following introductions made between sellers and makers at
the Arts Incubator Forum market day. A well-positioned unused shopfront in the centre
of Rockhampton’s East Street was provided to profile and promote local work and local
artists. Ten artists have developed their professional exhibition skills through this project.
Artist Transformation School
Four local artists were nominated to attend the Artist Transformation School hosted by
Auspicious Arts Incubator in Melbourne. Through this program the participating artists
learned about small business models and working with other professionals to more
efficiently undertake aspects of their arts business.

‘The reassurance and guidance has crystallised the importance for me in following
my career as a visual artist, whilst giving me practical knowledge and business
guidance to make it viable as a sustainable business long term.’
Participant, Artist Transformation School

Photographing Your Art Workshop
Rockhampton Photography Club ran a workshop with Walter Reid Cultural Centre
tenants about how best to photograph visual art work for catalogues and online
material. Twelve artists participated in this professional development activity and
enabled them to become more self-sufficient in presenting their work in a professional
manner.
Nail that Grant
Creative Regions hosted four workshops at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre, in response
to requests from the arts community to learn more about grant writing and how to
secure funding for arts and cultural projects. This program was attended by 31 people.

‘I continue to use these skills. I am designing and facilitating arts workshops for the
Council, local markets and private businesses. My grant writing skills have also
been used for the P&C at my children’s school, and for (acquiring) disability
equipment for my daughter.’
Participant, Nail That Grant workshop
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‘We went to grant writing workshops and we’ve since applied for grants and been
successful on them. So it really helped us nail what funding bodies are looking for,
how to present good budgets and breakdowns and to respond to the brief and
present the concept to begin with.’
Participant, Nail That Grant workshop

Full Tilt Film Festival Workshops
As part of the Full Tilt Film Festival, local Indigenous film maker Kaylene Butler worked
with 30 young Indigenous people through Darumbal Community Youth Service in
Rockhampton over 10 weeks to produce nine films for the festival. The films were
shown during NAIDOC Week in 2014 to an audience of approximately 200 people on
the banks of the Fitzroy River/ Toonooba.
Blending Identities International Exchange
This 10-day Maori/ Indigenous artist exchange program involved eight Maori artists
visiting the Rockhampton region for workshops and mentoring sessions to build
knowledge, skills and networks to enable the two cultures to work together in the
future. The program culminated in an exhibition of artworks for sale in the Yeppoon
Town Hall.
Wrapt in Rocky
Wrapt in Rocky was an established event in the Rockhampton Region’s arts calendar.
The event brings textile artists to the region to conduct workshops, masterclasses and
mentorships with participants who travel from around the country. Creative Capricorn’s
support of this program enabled two international textile artisans from the USA to work
as tutors and mentors in the week-long program. The program was attended by 98
people.
Cabaret
This project provided support for those who wanted to work professionally in the
performing arts. A cabaret night was staged at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre, with the
aim of supporting the skills of two local performance artists. The event itself generated
a new audience and sold out the capacity 150-seat auditorium.

‘As my first attempt at producing and directing an original show, there were bound
to be hidden obstacles that I would have little experience in dealing with….. The
main key point (of what I learned from this project) were eﬀective communications,
negotiation skills, community contributions and professional accountability.’
Producer, Cabaret
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Clare Bowditch performance and workshop
Internationally renowned Australian music idol, Claire Bowditch, attended the Village
Festival in 2013 to deliver a performance and seminar for local musicians based on her
Big Hearted Business Model. There were 450 people who attended one or both of
these events.
A summary of the Warehouse Program’s individual program activities and their
engagement levels are shown in the following table.
Table 5. Summary of professional development program activities and engagement
levels
Project

Activities

Mentors

Paid Artists

Volunteers

Companies in Residence

44

22

24

107

Arts Incubator Forum

3

3

-

-

Artist Transformation
School

4

2

4

-

Photographing Your Art

1

3

1

2

Nail That Grant

4

1

-

-

Full Tilt Film Festival
Workshops

11

2

2

42

Blending Identities

3

8

22

12

Wrapt in Rocky

4

2

2

35

For Lease

4

-

-

10

Cabaret

1

-

4

4

Claire Bowditch
performance and
workshop

2

1

1

15

TOTAL

81

22*

60

227

* Mentors for Companies in Residence programs were also mentors for other activities

Professional skills acquired through other projects
In addition to programs and activities delivered through The Warehouse Program,
artists and arts workers acquired a range of professional skills through their involvement
in other funded projects. Examples of guidance and support artists received in the
delivery of arts and cultural projects, included:
‣

Murri Girls Into Arts trained 16 participants in planning for and curating an
exhibition;
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‣

The Village Festival Road Trip provided opportunities for nine professional
musicians and 36 volunteers to enhance their professional performance skills, and
to learn how to budget and plan for a tour;

‣

Participants in the making of the Toonooba Voices documentary film developed
professional skills in film making, production, post-production, interviewing and
editing. Producer, Kaylene Butler has since used these skills in other professional
projects.

‣

Facilitators of free arts workshops learned how to plan for and deliver workshops
for public participation. Many of these artists have continued to use these skills in
the ongoing delivery of arts workshops beyond the funded Creative Capricorn
period;

‣

The Full Tilt Film Festival involved the mentoring of three students from Darumbal
Community Youth Services, who wrote a script and worked as Master of
Ceremonies for the evening.

Creation of networks and connections
Before Creative Capricorn, many local artists were working independently, with few
local connections and minimal opportunities for collaboration.
Creative Capricorn’s programming of events and activities created a web of new
networks and connections between artists and other stakeholders, arts and cultural
organisations and government, volunteers and artists, private businesses and artists
and with local and state government. In addition, a number of new working
relationships were developed through the program within Council, as departments
collaborated on arts and cultural projects for the first time. Consequently, opportunities
arose for artists to work on projects larger than they had undertaken before.
A number of these new networks have endured beyond the life of the program.
Examples include:
‣

Fourteen artists continue to work with Rockhampton Regional Council in the
delivery of weekly arts workshops;

‣

Many artists who met through Creative Capricorn keep in touch and discuss
opportunities for other collaborations;

‣

Through the CQUni Schools Jazz Festival, music staff in Mackay and Rockhampton
invited participants to deliver masterclasses for their students;

‣

Local Indigenous artist Kaylene Butler has had an ongoing working relationship with
ABC Open and SBS, who have screened her work and commissioned her for other
projects.
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Connections with artists and arts workers
Creative Capricorn funded 34 projects, which supported 409 artists to work with others
on collaborative projects and through new networks.
Walter’s Lounge casual Sunday afternoon events held at the Walter Reid Cultural
Centre provided an opportunity for artists in the region to meet and exchange ideas,
discuss performance opportunities and welcome recently arrived musicians and artists
into the community. There were 56 artists who participated in the Walter’s Lounge
event, a number of whom met for the first time at one of these events and have
maintained their networks.
Artists who worked in one of the 13 resident groups in the Walter Reid Cultural Centre
made connections with artists in other resident organisations––many for the first time––
and used these networks to work collaboratively. The Warehouse Program and its
associated professional development activities particularly fostered these relationships.
Some of these collaborations have continued, for example artists in Capricornia
Printmakers Collective and Capricornia Arts Mob have worked together on communityarts based projects facilitated by local arts worker Sarah Lewis.
There were examples of initial collaborations that transformed into additional
opportunities. Some artists who collaborated on the TRACE project went on to partner
in the Full Tilt Film Festival. Consequently, some networks and connections created in
that project continued into projects created for the Rockhampton River Festival in 2015.
International connections were made between Indigenous and Maori artists through the
Returning Cross Culture project. Some of these connections have grown into further
international associations with artists and arts organisations, including the Portland Art
Museum, Oregon, Canada, which has requested permission to screen a DVD made as
part of the project.
The hosting of Arts Queensland’s Articulate: Queensland Regional Arts and Culture
Conference in August 2013 facilitated a number of new connections between artists,
arts workers, organisations and government.

Connections with arts and cultural organisations
Creative Capricorn facilitated a number of new connections with arts organisations. The
Flipside Circus project was the first time Keppel Coast Arts had partnered with Creative
Capricorn. This experience resulted in a long-term strong and successful relationship,
with Keppel Coast participating in other projects, leading to new connections between
artists and community.
The Village Festival Road Trip took the Village Festival on the road on behalf of Keppel
Coast Arts. It connected arts organisation, schools, businesses, charity fundraisers,
show societies and councils. Consequently, Keppel Coast Arts and The Village Festival
now has partnerships with Moranbah Arts Council, Springsure Arts Council, Clermont
State School, The Isaac Regional Council, Woorabinda Council, Baralaba Show
Society, Mt Morgan Promotion and Development, and Elders Real Estate, Gladstone.
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Other arts and cultural organisations that have worked with Creative Capricorn include
Backbone Youth Arts and Ausdance Queensland.
A number of individual artists had the initiative to make personal connections with local
businesses or arts groups when required. For example the Producer of Cabaret
negotiated with Rockhampton Little Theatre to help them obtain a liquor licence in
return for profits sold from liquor on the night, which went towards funding of their next
show. Two local artists involved in the Full Tilt Film Festival developed a relationship with
Artslink and were funded for another project. This is an important contribution to these
artists’ growing profile and experience.
Missed opportunities for connections with arts and cultural organisations
Despite the Rockhampton Art Gallery being a major stakeholder in the program, there
was little collaboration between the Gallery and Creative Capricorn, although the Gallery
hosted the major Murri Girls Into Art exhibition. The circumstances around the lack of
collaboration remains unclear. However, since the program has ended, the
Rockhampton Art Gallery has featured or integrated more works by local artists into the
gallery and gift shop than it had done in the past.
At the same time Creative Capricorn was being delivered in Rockhampton, the
Animating Spaces program was being held in Yeppoon, run by Keppel Coast Arts on
behalf of Artslink. Creative Regions explored an opportunity for the sharing of resources
and funding, with potential for the delivery of collaborative projects as part of both
programs, however the partnership needed to make this happen was not realised. A
collaboration of this nature may have made a positive contribution to nurturing a
regional approach to the delivery of arts and culture.

Connections between government
The program’s Steering Committee comprised members of all three tiers of
government. New connections were formed and lessons learned regarding the delivery
of Creative Capricorn. However, connections between three tiers of government were
not sustained, as the Steering Committee’s activity and impact diminished over the life
of the project.
Rockhampton’s hosting of the Articulate: Queensland Arts and Cultural Regional
Conference in 2013 to coincide with the Creative Capricorn program enabled the
strengthening of relationships between Creative Regions, Rockhampton Regional
Council and Arts Queensland.

Connections with local businesses
A number of artists made connections with local businesses, schools and other
organisations. New contacts were made with business owners who assisted with the
provision of supplies, food and beverages for their projects.
For example, the TRACE project involved the creation of new associations with Mater
Misericordiae Hospital of Rockhampton (through Kenmore House), City Printing Works,
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and Harbour Board Building. Artists made connections with local businesses, business
owners, chambers of commerce, tenants and landlords through their participation in
the For Lease project. Artists who participated in the Full Tilt Film Festival also made
new associations with local businesses.

Connections with non-arts community organisations
Contacts with media outlets were established, including with local newspapers, ABC
local radio, SBS television and National Indigenous Television.
Networks have been formed with a number of social service organisations including
Relationships Australia, as well as Indigenous service organisations. The Darumbal
Community Youth Services Inc was a major partner in the Full Tilt Film Festival project
and became a member of the Local Reference Group.

Connections within Rockhampton Regional Council
Creative Capricorn directly contributed to a number of new connections formed within
Rockhampton Regional Council.
For example, the Flood Markers project necessitated cross-departmental collaboration
to discuss plans for the public art, including town planners, engineers, parks and
gardens staff, community development, managers and an elected representative
working together with Creative Capricorn.
The TRACE project involved artists displaying their work in Rockhampton Botanic
Gardens. For this to occur, discussions and arrangements took place between artists
and the Gardens. An output of TRACE was a publication about Rockhampton’s built
heritage that was sold at the Rockhampton Art Gallery and local shops, and distributed
to local libraries through Council.

Leveraging other funding sources
The leveraging of additional funding is one way of increasing local capacity to deliver
cultural activities and events, and contributes to the support of program activities into
the future. In-kind and additional financial support for the program was sourced from
from local, state and federal governments, as well as from Central Queensland
University.
Creative Regions was able to leverage additional funding and in-kind support worth
approximately $311,000. This comprised $180,000 of funding from state and local
government, Festivals Australia, and private donations, plus $131,000 of in-kind
support of from Council, schools, families and carers. An investment of $130,000 was
made by Arts Queensland and Rockhampton Regional Council (50 per cent each)
under the Grittier Places Partnership program which allowed for the renovation of the
ground floor of the Walter Reid Cultural Centre in 2013, including the development of
three new artists’ studios. Additional support was also sourced from state
government’s Regional Arts Development Fund.
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The projects that attracted additional funding were Flood Markers ($50,000 from state
government), Murri Girls Into Art ($50,000 from state government), Village Festival Road
Trip ($21,000 from local presenter fees), Toonooba Voices documentary film ($5,000
from state government) and Walter’s Block Party ($5,000 from Rockhampton Regional
Council).
The projects that attracted the most in-kind support (valued at approximately $20,000)
were Free Arts Workshops, Articulate: Queensland Regional Arts and Culture
Conference including the Dingo Exhibition, and TRACE. Each of these projects required
considerable access to public or Council spaces and were generously supported by
Rockhampton Regional Council.
However, there was limited financial support leveraged for projects from the business
sector. Creative Regions approached more than seven organisations in a range of
sectors, including the utilities, transport, religious services and property development
services, with the aim of attracting corporate funding for the program. However,
because of limited time, resources or a plan to instigate a strategic approach to
fundraising, no additional funding was leveraged. It can take many years for a new
program initiative to become well enough known and established in the business
community to attract financial support from such sources.
Had political buy-in been established for the project at the local council level, it is likely
that greater financial support for the program would have been achieved.
A summary of additional funding and in-kind support is shown in the following table.
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Table 6. In-kind support and additional funding leveraged for projects
Project

Additional funding

In-kind support

Purpose

$50,000
(CDEI Flood Recovery
fund)

$15,000

Management time,
Council landscaping and
installation

$40,000
State government

$5,000

Council: venue access

Flipside Circus

$21,000
Festivals Australia
(funding secured by
Keppel Coast Arts
and project support
by Creative
Capricorn)

$10,000

School, family and
carers’ contributions

Village Festival Road
Trip

$10,500
Private performance
fees

$5,000

Council staff and
technology

Toonooba Voices and
2012 Launch

$5,000
State government

$7,000

Council staff, venue hire,
retail space and kiosk,
Central Qld Indigenous
Development

$5,000
Council

$8,000

Tech equipment and
staff, tenants’ volunteer
time and materials

$20,000

Venues staffing and
space, CQU contribution

$20,000

Staff time, equipment
and technology

Dingo Exhibition

$20,000

Venue access

Free Arts Workshops

$20,000

Council venues

$15,000

Council technical staff
and equipment

Companies in
Residence

$15,000

Venue, technical
support, professional
advice/support

Bursting at the Seams

$10,000

Administration, venue
space, tutors’ time

$2,000

Council venue hire

Curator in Residence

$5,000

Tenants’ time

BOLD Exhibition

$1,000

Gallery fee

Flood Markers

Murri Girls Into Art

Walter’s Block Party

TRACE
Articulate Conference

Full Tilt Film Festival

Warehouse Program

TOTAL
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$80,000
State government

$20,000
State government

$50,000
State government

$131,500

$180,000
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Objective 4: Increase the extent to which the community
values arts and culture
Evidence suggests that Creative Capricorn influenced the extent to which the
community values arts and culture.
Key points:
•

There is evidence that over the past four years the community’s collective
valuing of arts and culture has increased. Their perception of the cultural
feel of Rockhampton has risen, they agree the arts are exposing them to
new ideas and helping them to understanding others whose lives are
different to their own. More people agree that there are some great
venues in Rockhampton and that the arts are more affordable.

•

Awareness of Creative Capricorn grew over time, from 35 per cent in
2012 to 84 per cent in 2015.

•

As the program gained momentum, Creative Capricorn attracted
increased media attention, which is likely to have contributed to a change
in community perceptions about arts and culture.

The value placed on arts and culture by the Rockhampton community has traditionally
been mixed, although the Rockhampton Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre are important
and well respected cultural venues that attract considerable visitation year after year.

‘Rockhampton is a big country town. To get people interested in the arts was always
going to be a struggle.’
Artist

However, there is evidence that over the past four years the community’s collective
valuing of arts and culture has increased. The community has started to appreciate the
arts for more than simply entertainment. This has been reflected in increased
participation and engagement levels with arts and cultural events and activities
introduced by Creative Capricorn, as well as those that have continued beyond the
program.
Because Creative Capricorn deliberately engaged with artists ready to work at a higher
professional level and present their work to the public, the broader community was
presented with a range of arts and cultural offerings of a high standard. Consequently,
levels of public engagement increased and have continued to be sustained beyond the
end of the funded period.
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A greater proportion of the local community perceives the cultural feel of Rockhampton
to be growing. In 2012, 58 per cent of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed
with that sentiment, increasing to 75 per cent in 2015. This finding was affirmed in
discussions with key local stakeholders and artists.

‘Already we are seeing the early signs in a significant shift in not only the ways that
the local community sees the arts but also in the way in which the arts community
sees itself and its role in developing a vibrant and engaged community.
Peter Owens, Manager Arts and Heritage, Rockhampton Regional Council, 2014

The vast majority of the local community (96 per cent) now agrees or strongly agrees
that the arts expose them to new ideas and gets them to question things (up from 90
per cent in 2012). Although there is no evidence of a direct causal link with Creative
Capricorn, it is highly likely that the range of challenging and innovative subject matter
delivered through its program activities contributed to this finding.
More local community members now than in 2012 feel that the arts can help them to
understand others whose lives are diﬀerent from their own (91 per cent in 2015, up
from 87 per cent in 2012). It is possible that this increase is at least in part attributable
to the telling of Indigenous stories through a range of Creative Capricorn projects as
well as the multicultural stories told through the Full Tilt Film Festival. Feedback from
many of these events support this finding.
From 2012 to 2015, the community perception that there are some great venues in
Rockhampton has increased (up from 77 per cent in 2012 to 87 per cent in 2015).
Creative Capricorn utilised a range of types of venues and spaces for arts and cultural
activities, introducing the public to the Walter Reid Cultural Centre, Rockhampton
Heritage Village, and a range of other non-traditional venues in the delivery of its events
and activities. The program’s utilisation of traditional and non-traditional spaces is likely
to have contributed to this finding.
Finally, fewer local community members in 2015 than in 2012 perceive the arts as being
too expensive (22 per cent in 2015, down from 27 per cent in 2012). It is likely that this
can be attributed to the range of free events offered through Creative Capricorn, as well
as the affordable ticketed options for a range of activities.
Local perceptions of the arts remain relatively unchanged in a range of other measures.
For example, there was no change from 2012 to 2015 in the level of agreement that
there are plenty of opportunities to get involved in the arts (55 per cent in both years).
It is likely that this reflects that fact that Creative Capricorn focused more on artist
development rather than staging of public events and activities.
Results are available the following table.
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Table 7. Community perceptions of the arts 2012-2015
2012

2015

Agree +
Strongly agree
N=175
%

Agree +
Strongly agree
N=109
%

The cultural feel of Rockhampton is growing

58

75

The arts expose us to new ideas and get us to question
things

90

96

The arts help us understand others whose lives are
different from our own

87

91

There are some great venues in Rockhampton

77

87

The arts are too expensive

27

22

The arts make for a richer and more meaningful life

93

95

The arts are important in helping people to express
themselves

95

94

I find the skill of a great artist very inspiring

94

95

Going to an arts event is a great way to spend time with
friends

93

89

Arts and culture play a valuable role in my local community

87

86

There are plenty of opportunities to get involved in the arts

55

55

The arts are not really for people like me

3

3

Statement

Note: numbers bolded represented ‘notable’ rather than ‘significant’ differences.
*Source: Rockhampton Community Surveys 2012 and 2015

“I think Rockhampton has kept the vibe going. People still talk about what arts
programs are happening still.’

‘The community is experiencing a greater level of arts accessibility and diversity
through performances, exhibitions, workshops, etc, which means their cultural
awareness and appreciation (of the arts) are continuing to grow.’

‘There are more festivals and there do seem to be more people interested in
promoting the arts in the region. ‘
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‘People are feeling more inspired with the arts and there is a more positive vibe
about Rockhampton.’

‘(There is now an) increased awareness of arts, music and cultural groups, venues
and events in and around Rockhampton.’

‘I feel that arts and culture are more prominent in the eyes of the community.’
*source: Rockhampton Community Survey 2015

Awareness of Creative Capricorn
Awareness of Creative Capricorn grew over time. Slightly over a third (35 per cent) of
the community survey respondents had heard of Creative Capricorn in 2012, increasing
to 84 per cent in 2015. 7

Media attention
As the program gained momentum, Creative Capricorn attracted increasing media
attention, which is likely to have contributed to a change in community perceptions
about arts and culture, as program exposure increased. Program activities featured on
both traditional and social media platforms, and awareness of the brand increased.
Traditional media presence
Some of Creative Capricorn’s higher profile projects and activities were featured in both
of Rockhampton’s local newspapers; The Morning Bulletin––a daily newspaper, and
The Capricorn Coast Mirror––a publication delivered free each Wednesday to homes
and businesses across the region, each with a readership between 11,000-14,000
people. Murri Girls Into Art, TRACE, Toonooba Voices, Flood Markers, Bursting at the
Seams, Flipside Circus, Grittier Places, the Articulate Conference, Walter’s Lounge and
Village Road Trip were projects featured on more than one occasion.
Projects and activities received other media coverage, including the Rockhampton Art
Gallery’s regular column in the Art Monthly journal. The Village Festival Road Trip had
significant media coverage in the local papers on the Capricorn Coast and in
Rockhampton as well as coverage in local papers of the eight regional towns it toured
to. Musician Kate Leahy played live on SeaFM to promote her tour and gave several
interviews on ABC local radio in Rockhampton and Mackay.
Local radio broadcast information about workshops being run by Capricornia Arts Mob.
The Capricornia Printmakers Collective received national exposure in IMPRINT––a
publication by The Print Council.

7

Rockhampton Community Surveys 2012 and 2015
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Social media presence
Creative Capricorn’s social media presence increased modestly over time. Subscribers
to Creative Capricorn’s monthly e-newsletter rose from 324 in July 2013 to 533 at the
time the program ended in December 2014. The newsletter outlined upcoming events
and activities, cross promoted to cultural institutions and provided notifications of
funding opportunities. It was also used to distribute the Community Surveys as part of
this evaluation.
Facebook played a major role in promoting the TRACE festival, although it is not known
how many people attended the event as a result of Facebook.
Creative Capricorn’s website performance fluctuated in response to major events and
activities occurring at the time. A spike of website activity occurred in August 2013,
leading up to and during the Articulate: Queensland Regional Arts and Cultural
Conference when 930 visits were made to the website.
A dip in activity occurred between November-January 2014, picking up again the next
month and hovering close to 900 visits until October 2014, before falling off as the
program drew to a close in December. The website’s home page was the most visited
page, followed by Full Tilt Film Festival, Immigration Stories Film Workshop and Free
Arts Workshops.
The pattern of website visitation can be seen in the following diagram.
Diagram 1. Creative Capricorn Website Traffic 2012-2014

Source: Creative Capricorn Website Traffic Report. Almost Anything web and Graphic design, December
2014

The Creative Producers promoted the online platform widely in the community through
a range of channels. This included promotion of the website and social media platforms
in event programs, signage in the Walter Reid Cultural Centre and at other venues,
announcements and promotions at events and activities, on local radio, through online
cross-promotions on their other platforms, and through creating bookmarks and
postcards. Those who engaged with them online were people who were either
interested artists or members of the public wanting to attend events and activities. It is
unknown whether people in Rockhampton typically engage online very much or
whether they prefer more traditional off-line forms of engagement.
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7. Legacy of the program
The short-term legacy of Creative Capricorn was assessed eight months
after the end of the program.
Key points:
•

The primary legacy of Creative Capricorn is the changed ethos within
Council regarding community access to arts and cultural facilities.

•

Council continues to fund and facilitate weekly free arts workshops.

•

Council’s Arts and Heritage team have an ongoing working relationship
with Creative Regions, and are currently scoping partnership-based
community arts projects.

•

Council hosted the Rockhampton River Festival in July 2015 and has
committed to run this event on an annual basis.

•

There has been a sustained increase in the value the community places
on the arts.

•

Given 390 artists and arts workers had opportunities to enhance their
professional skills, it is hopeful the community will see the emergence of
new arts and cultural programs in the future. However, approximately 15
artists or arts groups have continued to deliver programs after the
cessation of Creative Capricorn.

•

Creative Regions committed considerable time and effort to plan for the
transition of Creative Capricorn to support its ongoing outcomes. The
project’s Steering Committee, however, did not function sufficiently to
address transition planning during the life of the project.

!

Sustained local commitment to arts and cultural planning and development
The primary legacy of Creative Capricorn is the changed ethos within Council regarding
community access to arts and cultural facilities. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
Council staff provide greater encouragement for residents to use and interact with
facilities and equipment. An example of this is the higher number of exhibitions and
activities taking place at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre in the last 12 months.
There is other tangible evidence of a sustained local commitment to arts and cultural
planning:
‣

Council continues to fund and facilitate weekly free arts workshops in the Botanic
Gardens and Walter Reid Cultural Centre;

‣

Council’s Arts and Heritage team have an ongoing working relationship with
Creative Regions, who are preparing Council’s Cultural Plan;
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‣

Council’s Arts and Heritage team is currently scoping partnership-based
community art projects such as the Cyclone Marcia project, which will include artist
networks and liaison with the Rockhampton Base Hospital; and

‣

Council hosted the Rockhampton River Festival in July 2015 and has committed to
run this event on an annual basis.

Sustained increase in community valuing of arts and culture
As noted in the previous section, a community survey undertaken eight months after
the end of the pilot suggests a sustained increase in the value the community places on
the arts. Locals perceive that the cultural feel of Rockhampton has grown, and the arts
are also considered more affordable now than in 2012. People also increasingly
recognise the value and meaning of arts for their individual lives.

Increased local capacity to deliver arts and cultural programs
Given 390 artists and arts workers in Rockhampton had opportunities to enhance their
professional skills through Creative Capricorn, it is hopeful that the community will see
the emergence of new arts and cultural programs in the future. At the time of writing
this report, approximately 15 artists or arts groups had continued to deliver programs
after the cessation of Creative Capricorn. This cohort is more likely to be artists who,
along with their enhanced professional skills, also had the personal aptitude, confidence
and drive to work independently and source new opportunities. For some artists, it is
possible that the three year timeframe of Creative Capricorn was not sufficient to enable
them to shift to wholly independent delivery of projects.
The key legacy activities have been as follows:
‣

Approximately eight local artists went on to participate in the Rockhampton River
Festival. They included visual, multi media, and cultural development artists;

‣

14 of the 15 artists who had delivered free arts workshops through Creative
Capricorn continue to do so eight months after the end of the program. The
workshops held at the Botanic Gardens are funded by Council’s parks department.
At the time of writing, three of these artists have taken out professional insurances
and acquired a Blue Card which enables them to run independent workshops if
they choose to;

‣

A greater number of local artists are selling and exhibiting their work at the
Rockhampton Art Gallery than previously. Since 2012 there have been 19
exhibitions showcasing the work of local artists, the majority between 2013-2015,
with eight exhibitions in 2015––more than in any other year. Local artists now have
a stronger presence in the Gallery shop.

‣

The local producer of the Cabaret project delivered a second run of the show with
two well-attended performances at the Walter Reid Cultural Centre. This artist and
his company have plans to expand and offer corporate entertainment in the region;
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‣

Approximately 10 artists or arts organisations have exhibited their work in the popup shop space in Rockhampton’s main street as part of the ongoing For Lease
project. Participants have included Artists Anonymous, Royal Queensland Art
Society, Rockhampton Photography Club, Capricornia Printmakers, Women’s
Health Centre, Capricornia Potters Group, and a small number of individual artists.
Exhibitions have also been incorporated into other events including Beef Week, and
Rocky Beanie Competition. There are plans for some of these organisations to
exhibit again in the space later in 2015, alongside more recognised artists from
Rockhampton Art Gallery whilst the building undergoes renovations.

‘My arts practice has grown from non-existent before Creative Capricorn existed, to
volunteer eﬀorts in a number of projects during their time, to a significant number of
paid arts activities after CC have wound down. I have ongoing paid workshop
opportunities though Rockhampton Regional Council, have had paid workshop
opportunities through Central Queensland University and Emu Park State School,
have been commissioned to create artwork for the Rockhampton River Festival and
have had significantly increased art sales as a result of exposure initiated by
Creative Capricorn at the arts market.’
Artist, 2015

In contrast to the legacies identified above, there is also evidence that a number of
artists have chosen, or feel unable to continue to work at a professional level. A
perception exists that there is now a service delivery void in Rockhampton, with no-one
available to help them scope and deliver projects, or source funding. There remains a
cohort of artists who feel they need ongoing support to continue to work at a
professional level.

Transition planning
Creative Regions committed considerable time and effort to plan for the transition of
Creative Capricorn to support its ongoing outcomes following the end of limited-life
Cultural Places funding.
Soon before the funding period expired, Creative Regions sent a short survey to all of
its online contacts and networks––including artists and non-artists––asking if they
would like to see a service like Creative Capricorn continue beyond 2014. The survey
attracted 161 respondents, 96 per cent of whom responded in the affirmative.

‘This service is a very important part of promoting new talent in the region. It is very
diﬃcult to find avenues to express yourself artistically in regional Australia. Please
retain and possibly expand. It feeds our soul and makes us better people.’
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‘It creates long term benefits for the community. After investing so much, it is good
value to continue something like this, rather than let it stop and ever try to start it
again.’

‘It opens up opportunities for people to have access to services usually found in
more urban areas (eg. Brisbane). It’s also a way of bringing to local attention, local
artists and interests.’
Survey respondents

On the basis of these findings, Creative Capricorn prepared a discussion paper about
possible future arts and cultural models. It highlighted the importance of acquiring
additional funding beyond the life of the project in order to sustain the same intensive
level of service and engagement in Rockhampton. While the discussion paper
generated some conversations at different levels of government, timing of elections was
a factor. The paper was presented to the former Minister of the Arts, The Honourable
Ian Walker MP, at a Rockhampton Community Cabinet, but a change of government
occurred only a few months later. Moreover, the project’s Steering Committee did not
function sufficiently to properly address transition planning during the life of the project,
to fully consider how the legacy of Creative Capricorn could be sustained without the
injection of Cultural Places funds.
This is not to suggest that governments no longer invest in Rockhampton––Arts
Queensland and Rockhampton Regional Council support local arts and cultural
development through the Regional Arts Development Fund, and local government is
also looking to re-establish some positions lost through de-amalgamation such as its
Community Arts Officer and Rockhampton Art Gallery’s Public Programs Officer.
However, what it does suggest is that three years was insufficient to fully integrate
services delivered in a pilot into local structures and procedures without additional
investment and without comprehensive transition planning.
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8. Strengths and challenges
Strengths of the program
Flexibility
One of the key successes of the program was the way in which it developed and
evolved in response to the needs of the community. At an early stage, Creative Regions
recognised that the program would need to be primarily about capacity-building.
Funded projects, events and activities were designed to meet this need and changed
and evolved over time as the needs of the community changed.

Targeted reach of the program
Creative Regions deliberately targeted emerging artists who demonstrated their
willingness and aptitude to work at a professional level. As a result, the standard of
events and activities was high, attracting solid audiences on the whole.

Engagement with Indigenous artists
Support and encouragement offered to Indigenous artists was a focus for Creative
Capricorn, given the strong presence of diverse Indigenous communities in the region
and the limited opportunities they previously had to work professionally or to showcase
their work. Consequently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists participated in a
number of projects across a range of artforms. Their projects attracted good audience
and participation numbers, as well as positive feedback from those who engaged.

Skills and expertise of Creative Regions
As the lead arts organisation driving the program, Creative Regions had the right
combination of professional skills and commitment to deliver the project and manage
challenges. Creative Regions was realistic about what was achievable, given the
hurdles they faced throughout the duration of the program. They were flexible,
enduring, persistent, sensitive, creative and strategic.

Identification of strategic partnerships
Strategic partnerships were successfully formed with organisations and individuals
across the arts and tourism sectors which have potential to be sustained and nurtured
beyond the life of the pilot. In particular, Creative Capricorn’s strategic relationships with
The Village Festival and Capricorn Enterprise have been valuable in helping achieve a
number of significant outcomes.
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Challenges of the Program
Rationale for selecting Rockhampton
Despite Rockhampton being identified by Australia Council for the Arts and Arts
Queensland as a region that had potential to benefit significantly from boosted arts
investment, it became clear that the kinds of objectives the Australia Council attached
to Cultural Places funding did not align with the needs and priorities of Rockhampton at
that point in time.
This highlights the need for a fuller needs assessment to be carried out before deciding
to invest in a region. Had this occurred, it would have indicated that Rockhampton was
not the right choice for the ambitious outcomes sought through Cultural Places.

Project scope
The Cultural Places project brief developed by Australia Council for the Arts included
broad objectives that seemed to align with the European Cities of Culture model, which
were unrealistic for the city of Rockhampton, and not endorsed by the community.
The project scope was more appropriate for the city of Goolwa, South Australia, which
had a greater level of existing capacity, and was the recipient of the other Cultural
Places pilot project. It was inappropriate for the objectives of the two Cultural Places
pilots to have been identical, given their different community and social contexts.

Local government’s lack of endorsement
Rockhampton Regional Council’s elected members did not actively support or endorse
Creative Capricorn, or demonstrate an understanding of the potential benefits of the
program. Consequently, the project did not reach its full potential, nor did it attract the
business support or investment it may otherwise have realised. Transition planning was
not effectively carried through.

External influences
A number of external factors impacted on the effective delivery of Creative Capricorn.
Although they could not have been anticipated, they may have been better mitigated
through stronger governance and administration systems to reduce their detrimental
impact on the program. Specific external influences that impacted negatively on the
program:
De-amalgamation
The de-amalgamation of Rockhampton and Livingstone Shire Councils at the end of
2013 included a redirection of funding to other areas that took priority over arts and
created negative flow-on effects for Creative Capricorn.
Local government elections
Local government elections held soon after the start of the program resulted in a
change of Mayor and support for the program. Varying buy-in from local government
led to a number of challenges in delivery.
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State government elections
A change of state government early in the program’s life time resulted in some loss of
momentum in government support in the beginning stages.

Governance and administration
Over time, a number of governance and administration issues arose that impacted on
the efficiency with which the program was delivered, creating delays and change in
timeframes.
Steering Committee
After about the first year of the program, Steering Committee meetings became less
frequent and key partners were often not able to be present at meetings. This made it
difficult to have full and lengthy discussions about Creative Capricorn, which limited
opportunities to undertake joint transition planning.
Local Reference Group
There were challenges in the initial stages of the project with members attending Local
Reference Group meetings sporadically. In addition, the formal nature of the meetings
seemed to hinder the freedom for ideas to be discussed, with Creative Regions
observing that some members felt uncomfortable in such a formal setting, despite
providing a number of helpful ideas out of the meeting.
Australia Council for the Arts
The Australia Council for the Arts was a major cash investor in the pilot. After the
commencement of the project, Australia Council’s engagement and commitment
appeared to decline over time. This resulted in a reduced sense of collaboration and
partnership between the three levels of government.
State government staﬃng
Arts Queensland experienced some staff changes in 2012 and 2013. This had an
indirect impact on Creative Capricorn due to a loss of corporate knowledge about the
program.

Model of delivery
The program was delivered using a Fly-In-Fly Out model. The model weakened the
capacity for Creative Regions to be seen as locally relevant and therefore embraced by
the community. Consequently, opportunities to create networks and connections were
not fully realised, which impacted on the extent to which outcomes could be effectively
achieved.
Despite Creative Regions’ demonstrated skills, experience and aptitude in delivering the
program, the group was never fully embraced by the broader local community.
Consequently, the Creative Producer was unable to explore the full range of potential
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local community networks and connections that may have been set up to sustain the
legacy of the program into the future.

Branding
Although awareness of Creative Capricorn increased over time, there were issues
relating to branding that impacted on the program reaching its full potential. The
Creative Capricorn brand was not embraced by council’s elected representatives,
which caused confusion within the community regarding council’s involvement in the
program.

Minimal financial backing
Despite efforts made by Creative Regions to approach a range of business sectors for
support and sponsorship, limited support was received. This impacted on resources
available to deliver the initiative and therefore the effectiveness of the program in its
generation of desired outcomes. The challenge of attracting private sector support of
arts in regional communities is not confined to Creative Capricorn, but is one shared by
many arts organisations in regional areas.
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9. Implications for regional communities
This section discusses the success factors that need to be considered when using arts
and culture to build cultural vibrancy in regional communities. It draws on a broad
literature review, the learnings from the Creative Capricorn experience, as well as the
professional views of a range of stakeholders with particular expertise in arts and
cultural planning in regional communities.

Models of engagement and delivery
The evaluation included in-depth interviews with a range of stakeholders with expertise
in regional delivery to discuss success factors for arts programs in regional areas, the
role of government, and whether it is worthwhile investing in areas with low levels of
engagement in the arts. This section reports on these findings.
Stakeholders agreed that one-size-fits-all approach to engagement and delivery should
be avoided. Instead, delivery models need to consider the particular context of
communities.
This report has explored the challenges associated with adopting a FIFO model for the
delivery of arts and cultural programs in the regions. Unless a strong local community
leader cannot be identified, it is widely accepted that a program is more likely to be
effective if run by a local organisation.
Effective models of delivery seek to build partnerships with other sectors––social,
economic, environmental––to ensure arts are well positioned to contribute to
sustainable and resilient communities.
Delivery models should also be designed to deliver on community strategy and policy,
at both a local and state level. Community strategy and policy––driven by government,
business and the community sector––are an important touchstone for identifying local
priorities and ensuring delivery of arts services responds directly to local needs.
States and territories take varying approaches to regional delivery. For example, in
NSW, Regional Arts Development Officers are part of a broader strategic Regional Arts
Board that comprise representatives from the government and private sectors. Local
councils are required to work in partnership, resulting in more strategic, better
integrated, and innovative outcomes.
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REGIONAL ARTS NSW
REGIONAL ARTS BOARDS
Regional arts programs in NSW are

RABs are joint funded by local and
state government, with funding also
raised from other sources.

delivered through a unique model that

The cultural development programs

provides incentives for cross-

delivered through the RABs cross over

government support. Similarly to

from directly arts-related services to

Queensland, NSW is a large state with

broader community services including

big rural economies over large regions.

capacity building, communication,

In response to the challenges of vast
distances, Regional Arts NSW formed
Regional Arts Boards (RABs).
Fourteen RABs were formed in NSW,

strategic partnerships, Aboriginal
development programs, arts
development programs and touring
theatre programs.

providing strategic direction for

The incentive for local government to

sustainable arts and cultural

participate in this model is that those

development in their region. Boards

who do not financially contribute to the

included representatives from local

RABs do not get serviced through the

government (each RAB comprised

program.

representatives from a number of local
councils), tourism, education, arts
councils and other community arts
organisations, as well as community
members.
Each RAB employs a Regional Arts
Development Officer (RADO), and in
most cases, other staff who coordinate
a cultural development program across
the contributing local government
areas in their region.

Elements of success
While the model of delivery may vary from state to state, or from region to region,
industry experts point to a range of success factors that, when combined, are likely to
result in more effective programs. Each of these elements plays an important role in
itself and as part of a bigger confluence of factors that signal effective delivery.

Success factor 1––Local government plays a key role
There is a widely held view amongst industry experts that local government has a
critical role to play in supporting arts and cultural programs in regional communities.
Councils roles vary, depending on the capacity of the community they serve and the
range of services they provide. Local government may be the lead organisation, or they
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may partner with other stakeholders to drive a project. In some cases, it may be
necessary for councils to take on an advocacy role whilst other organisations lead.
Council’s involvement––or lack thereof––can create or stifle progression and innovation.
Councils are the biggest owners or investors of cultural infrastructure in local
communities, including libraries, performing arts venues, galleries, museums and
festivals. Rockhampton’s Art Gallery and Pilbeam Theatre are leading cultural facilities in
the region that, between them, employ close to 20 paid staff and attract many more
volunteers.8
Investment in a region’s hard cultural infrastructure is an important part of the mix. 9 Not
only does it contribute directly to the economy, but it can provide a solid base from
which to attract other initiatives. In the South Australian town of Goolwa, the Just Add
Water initiative was preceded by significant capital investment in the upgrade of its
major cultural facilities. This was considered to be crucial to the development of work
for the cultural program.
The role for local government, however, goes far beyond capital investment. Even in the
context of fiscal constraints, councils can be fully invested in revitalising their
communities through arts and culture by providing advocacy, brokering collaboration
and partnerships, and contributing ‘in-kind’ support.
Council’s demonstration of its commitment
Before federal and state funding bodies invest in major new initiatives for a region, it is
important that a proper needs assessment be carried out, in particular to explore
council’s level of commitment to the project. Arts and cultural development projects are
more likely to be successful if strong commitment is demonstrated by council.
How local government demonstrates its commitment to the arts may vary from council
to council. There is a range of views amongst industry professionals regarding the
significance of a current cultural plan as a marker of commitment to arts and culture.
The development of a cultural plan provides a means of leveraging resources at a local,
state or national level, and sets out a strategic vision for arts and cultural development.
It provides a region with the means of promoting all forms of culture and a range of
artforms.
However, a cultural plan is not the only way councils demonstrate a commitment to arts
and culture. Another key marker is council investment, as well as incorporation of arts
and cultural goals into other community and economic plans. Prior to Alexandria
Council commencing the rollout of Just Add Water, a council officer incorporated
program outcomes across a range of council's reporting areas in its Strategic Plan,
which provided a solid foundation for the delivery of the program as well as providing

8

Venue estimates, 2013

9

Regional Arts Australia, 2015
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for its financial safeguarding. Each action area was explicit rather than implicit, and left
little room for interpretation. The Strategic Plan was endorsed and supported by the
elected members of council, giving it needed status. An approach such as this can be
just as effective as a stand-alone cultural plan.

Success factor 2––Cross-government collaboration is established
Governments can collaborate in a range of ways: different tiers of government working
together, councils working with other councils, and various departments within council
optimising their efforts to work towards a common set of goals.
Greater connectedness, communication and collaboration enables more strategic
regional planning for the benefit of communities. It provides a safeguard against
unforeseen external events such as amalgamations and de-amalgamations of councils.
Opportunities for cross-council collaborations are considerable. Regional Arts NSW
adopts a highly collaborative model of program delivery. Arts and cultural organisations
such as Creative Regions in Queensland and Cultural Development Network in Victoria,
have been working on a regional level to encourage cross-council collaborations with
the aim of achieving broader and more strategic cultural outcomes. The Regional
Development Australia (RDA) initiative recognises that strategies have more impact
when delivered collaboratively across broad regions.
There is a growing recognition of this approach across different levels of government
and an increasing commitment to working regionally. The Partners in Government
Agreement has been developed between state and local government which commits to
working collaboratively across all policy areas of mutual interest. The Australian Local
Government and Shires Association provides a framework for state, territory and local
governments to work together to support creative industries throughout Australia, with
local government playing a particularly important role.10

Success factor 3––Linking arts and cultural programs with local issues
For regional arts programs to be endorsed and supported by local governments, it
helps if they deliver on outcomes across a range of council areas.
The arts can be used effectively to work with a range of groups in the community,
including young people, unemployed, and Indigenous communities. There is a widely
held view that an inclusive community approach is likely to attract greater levels of buyin from council than if arts programs are delivered without a view to addressing local
issues.

Success factor 4––Nurture and support key dynamic relationships in
Council
The Cultural Development Network (CDN) is an independent non-profit organisation
that links individual practitioners, community organisations and government across

10

Australian Local Government and Shires Association, National Arts and Culture Accord, 2013
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Victoria around issues of cultural vitality. It advocates a stronger role for local
government in nurturing cultural vitality and sees the arts as central to this vision.
CDN identified five groups of collaborators, both within and outside councils, required
for the delivery of successful local government cultural development projects.
Community leaders. These are people in the community who commit significant
personal and work time to contribute to better outcomes for their community of interest
or the region as a whole. They are often active as volunteers in one or more community
groups and may belong to business associations.
Council arts manager(s). The council’s arts manager does not have the authority of the
council, but has delegation through the CEO to deliver the project. This person
manages the needs of the artists within the governance obligations of the council.
Council CEO/ Executive. The CEO and/or Executive of the council are the key
sponsors of cultural development projects within local government. They share and
champion the vision of a project. Decisions about resources and the overall focus of the
council staff are directed through this group. A project needs to demonstrate to the
CEO and/or the executive that it will support the strategic objectives set by council and
help them achieve their performance indicators. A CEO who takes an active role in the
project will ensure that it is supported by council resources and delivers on councillors’
expectations.
Mayor and Councillors. The role of elected members of council is a unique blend of
community leadership and corporate governance. The capacity of councillors to see
and advocate for the benefits of cultural development projects is critical to building the
support for arts programs in the wider community. Their involvement in chairing crosssectoral committees can support the CEO/Executive to embed cultural development
project within the council administration.
Creative Producer. The role of the Creative Producer is to identify financial and cultural
resources, connect those resources with people and activities in response to local
needs and priorities, provide platforms for the production, presentation and distribution
of arts and culture, and build and maintain partnerships that support and enable these
activities.

Success factor 5––Programs are driven by arts organisations
Industry professionals broadly agree that, while local government’s active involvement is
important, arts and cultural programs are ideally driven by arts organisations, that is,
professionals who work closely with local communities to build capacity. They should
preferably be locally based. Arts and cultural programs require an experienced, highly
skilled and energetic driver, with the necessary specialist skills in regional capacity
building.
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Success factor 6––Transition planning
Transition planning is a crucial component of program delivery. It involves putting
systems in place––ideally within council–– to give the program the best chance of
leaving a lasting legacy and contributing to regional capacity building. It is particularly
important when a program such as Creative Capricorn is delivered by a non-local
organisation, as the management of program activities needs to be adopted by
someone else to be sustained.
Although the influence of external factors on legacy planning cannot be anticipated, if all
other key success factors are present, transition planning is more likely to be
successful.

Investing in areas with low levels of engagement
An area of debate concerns the merits of investing in places with low levels of
engagement versus focusing time and resources on areas with higher levels of
established capacity.
Stakeholder views on this issue vary. On one hand, it is easier to gain traction for arts
and culture in areas where some momentum has already been established. Prior
investment in arts and culture has been demonstrated to act as a good foundation for
further delivery of arts and cultural programs.
However, there is also a widely held view amongst industry professionals that to only
invest in areas with existing high levels of engagement and capacity will result in a twotiered cultural system in Australia. That is, a small number of highly engaged and
creative towns and regions, and many more that languish creatively and socially.
Regional Arts Australia believes this approach would have detrimental effects for
tourism, residential development and social inclusion.
Industry professionals and peak bodies believe that investment should be made in
regions with low levels of engagement, as long as these regions have demonstrated
their willingness and capacity to engage with and support the initiative. At the same
time, it is agreed that funding bodies must not be afraid to fail. Arts and culture are
considered to be important drivers of regional transformation, if scoped appropriately.
Effective models of delivery are developed by working with the community to fulfil their
creative aspirations whilst addressing existing cultural or social challenges.
A coordinated network of service-based infrastructure across Queensland would
maximise the impact of regional investment, as has been the experience in NSW. At
the same time, it is important to be realistic about the likely outcomes, particularly in a
three-year funded period.
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SMALL TOWN
TRANSFORMATIONS
Small Town Transformations was a
regional arts initiative funded by

Even in towns with initially low levels
of engagement, the program helped
them to achieve an arts-connected

Victoria state government, aimed at

future. It did this by instilling

using arts and culture to transform

confidence in the towns and their

five small towns in Victoria with
1500 people or less.

communities, giving the towns
infrastructure they need for the
continuation of creative projects,

One of the key strengths of this

facilitating the formation of new

program was the investment in

partnerships and garnering the

towns with low levels of engagement

support of five local councils to help

in the arts. Towns applied through a

the towns shape their creative

competitive tender process.

futures.

Regional Arts Victoria toured the
regions providing information about
the initiative and encouraging small
towns to apply.

"

Three-year funding periods
There are mixed views amongst industry professionals regarding what can be
reasonably achieved in a three year timeframe. Some professionals consider it feasible
to expect to see some community transition in a period of three years, even if modest.
It is feasible and prudent to invest in a town or region for a period of three years, but
longer term strategies must also be put in place to ensure the outcomes can be
sustained beyond the funded period.
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10. Recommendations
The following recommendations are made for the funding of future arts and cultural
programs of a similar nature to Creative Capricorn in regional communities, relevant to
all levels of government.

1. Continue to invest in areas with low levels of engagement
Ensure program goals are appropriate to the level of pre-existing arts engagement in
the community and arts and cultural service-based infrastructure is in place in the
longer term to sustain outcomes.

2. Award by competitive tender process and exercise due diligence
Wherever possible, use competitive tender processes that require communities to
demonstrate their willingness and capacity to deliver the program, and how the
program’s goals align with the needs of the community.

3. Implement strong governance
Put systems in place at the start of the project to ensure and maintain good
governance. This includes ensuring all partners at all levels of government maintain an
active role throughout the project, attend important milestone events and meetings,
contribute to Steering Committee and oversight processes as agreed at the outset, and
work collaboratively on transition planning.

4. Deliver the project locally
Ideally, ensure the project is delivered by an arts organisation based in the local
community. If the necessary skills are not available locally, and a fly-in-fly-out model is
use, build training of one or more local leaders into the project to develop local capacity
and sustain project outcomes.

5. Be realistic about a three-year timeframe
Be realistic about what can be achieved in a three-year period. In areas with low levels
of arts and cultural engagement, expect a considerable amount of time to be spent
developing connections and networks before momentum for the project can be built. In
this context, it becomes particularly critical that the project incorporates good
governance and transition planning.
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11. Conclusion
Creative Capricorn demonstrated that concentrated investment in a region with low
levels of engagement and capacity can effectively bring about positive change.
The ambitious objectives of the Cultural Places program were not an appropriate match
with the needs of the Rockhampton community, as the region did not have a
demonstrated capacity to work towards becoming a ‘centre of culture’. However, the
program was re-shaped in a way that addressed the support needs of the community,
thus demonstrating high quality community arts practice.
A number of external factors were impediments to the effectiveness and efficiency of
the program delivery throughout its entire funded period. Some of these could have
been anticipated and mitigated against, others could not have been predicted. The
impact of local government elections and council’s de-amalgamation on the delivery of
the project cannot be underestimated. However, with better systems of governance in
place, their impact may not have been so great.
Given the range of challenges, Creative Capricorn was successful in making
considerable changes to the lives of a small number, and modest changes to the
broader community. A small cohort of near-professional artists were provided with the
support, confidence and opportunities they needed to work at a higher level and
present their work to the public. Consequently, arts and cultural activities in the region
increased over time, as did public participation and engagement. A number of these
activities have continued beyond the funded period, new projects have emerged, and
plans have been put in place to integrate arts and culture into local planning processes.
Program statistics provide particular evidence of a program’s impact, but quantitative
measures are not the only indicators of success. Participation and engagement levels
generated by Creative Capricorn were considerably less than that of Just Add Water––
the partner Cultural Places initiative rolled out in Goolwa, South Australia. However,
Rockhampton’s social and cultural profile is very different to that of Goolwa. In a region
like Rockhampton, the considerable qualitative impact of the program on a smaller
number can be regarded just as effective and significant as high participation numbers
in an already established cultural region.
Creative Capricorn demonstrated that well designed programs require good planning
and thorough prior research, good collaborative working relationships between levels of
government, and an active role for local government in particular. It is important that
regions like Rockhampton with relatively low levels of existing participation and
engagement in the arts continue to receive investment. However, it is also crucial that
communities demonstrate their willingness to receive, support, deliver and advocate for
the projects to ensure investment will deliver good returns. The lessons learned from
this pilot initiative can be carried forward into the planning of future arts and cultural
programs designed to contribute to cultural vibrancy in regional communities.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Case studies
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Bec Cawthorwne and Adam Stock’s story
A: I work in a few different creative
areas; I’m a musician, I do live music,
music production, sound design,
graphic design and web design and film
and video production. Bec is mostly a
traditional painter.
The Lost Underground is a production
studio, a design house. We had already
established the name before Creative
Capricorn and developed some work on
websites. Creative Capricorn gave us a good kick start; it coincided with when we moved back
into this area. From the launch of the program, we did a bit of networking then and realised this is
right up our alley and a lot of people were interested in the areas and skills we have and we stuck
around and went to a lot more things with Creative Capricorn and it evolved into the work that
we’ve been involved in.
We were involved with TRACE, then the Full Tilt Film Festival- providing event photography and
we were commissioned to do a couple of digital pieces. Then our work got aired again in another
project, then Bec did some work for the Dingo exhibition as part of the Articulate conference.
B: We did 11 projections around the River Festival. We created a website for people to submit
their images and we’re keeping it online to keep posting up photos to keep the buzz there until
next year.
A: One of the great things about Creative Capricorn was that it really opened us up to working
professionally and working with budgets and forming professional collaborative opportunities as
well. We’ve forged professional relationships and will continue working on more projects. We
were able to work with some budget and they let us present our work to the community. Creative
Capricorn led on to other paid professional opportunities, for example the River Festival was a
large scale projection that came about as a direct result of what we did for the Full Tilt Film
Festival.
Creative Capricorn helped us to take ourselves seriously. The area had seemed a bit sleepy in
terms of art and performance-based collaborations. That is no reason to not take yourself
seriously and present yourself for other opportunities.
B: Since Creative Capricorn has finished, the Council has continued to fund the workshops on a
Saturday that Creative Capricorn had started. Hopefully we can do some more. It’s also opened
us up to the public a bit more, with some more event photography, raising our profile, getting our
business out there. It’s nice to know that people know who we are.
A: If Creative Capricorn didn’t exist for us, we would have definitely missed out on a lot of new
contacts and professional networking opportunities. It gave us a leg up and enabled us to
showcase our skills and for council and artists to see our potential. Hopefully more collaborative
ideas will continue.
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Emily and Peter Szilveszter’s story
E: We’ve been in Yeppoon for five years,
we moved there when it was part of the
bigger Rockhampton region. We run a
video production company called Living
Lens, which has been around for about
8 years now, with a focus on corporate
videos and wedding films.
P: I was trying to find a creative project
in around 2013, I had a bit of time off to
work on something between normal
paid projects. The Village Festival was
on at that time and I put my hand up to
say I could make a documentary about the festival. Through that process I realised that Creative
Capricorn was part of the event itself. Rod approached us and said they were looking to do a film
festival project for the following year- The Full Tilt Film Festival, which we got involved with. That
was really good, exactly up our alley.
E: The Full Tilt Film Festival was split up into different sections- there were three film makers
involved and we each took a different representation of the community. We applied for the
Immigration component because Pete was born in Hungary and came here as a refugee in 1990.
So we felt that was a really good connection. It was really interesting to see there is a huge range
of people who live here from different places so we applied for it, we got accepted and we then
worked with Creative Capricorn to develop the program that we were going to present for the
Festival.
P: Our initial start was we ran a workshop with some of the people, we put a call out saying we’re
doing Immigration stories and we’d love to have people involved. We attended a few immigration
events where they had morning tea where we let people know about the project. And then we
ran a workshop that introduces people to film making, because we wanted people to get involved
as much as they can as far as telling a story themselves. We had about 15 people and out of
those, at least half of them we ended up doing a project together. We had people from various
backgrounds, we had some Indians, a refugee family from Iran, a Polish immigrant, a Brazilian
soccer team.
P: Creative Capricorn encouraged me to create something important and meaningful. I ended up
shooting a short film with a director and we ended up shooting a feature film afterwards! So it
gave me that confidence back that I can work on creative projects and still make a living.
E: I think the local community is still engaged with the arts and we just had the River Festival in
Rocky and that attracted a massive turnout. We went to see some of the musicians who we’d
met locally through the program and others, so I think people are still really keen on that kind of
experience.
E: Our lives would be different if it weren’t for Creative Capricorn. We would still be churning away
at the same old stuff and not very happy with where we were at. It opened us up to what is
available to people in regional areas in terms of funding, grants and things we had never thought
of. It’s had an effect on our whole life, really. It’s part of a bigger picture.
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Sarah Lewis’ story
I’ve been practicing as an artist since the
early 2000s but my current strain of
practice, which is community based and
interventionist style public art has been
since about 2007-8.
I first came across Rod and Helen
through the Walter Reid centre and it
was possibly about two years into the
pilot program. My first commission with
Creative Capricorn was the table books
they commissioned for the Regional Arts
Conference. They were interactive centrepieces for the tables for the Regional Art awards.They
were meant to generate discussion around the table with funny random questions that people
could draw on in chalk and pass around.
My second commission was an interactive installation for the Full Tilt Film Festival. This is where
pop up lounge was born. I wanted to make work that was interactive and functional. So I made a
lounge room out of cardboard. They were in the street, we had amazing projections, films made
by local film makers and then the cardboard furniture to sit down on. It was received really well.
For a number of months it was in the For Lease space which is in East St. While it was in there, it
was documented by ABC Open, presented online and a short video was made, picked up by
ABC24, shown to a national audience, which was a really positive benefit from that commission.
It has been great exposure and a good building block in my career that I can celebrate.
I was Public Art Coordinator for the Rockhampton River Festival and that was a really good
example of fantastic public participation in the arts on a large scale. That project attracted five
different community based art projects. They used nine artists, about 44 volunteers to make
them. The Festival was a great success for the artists- I’m thrilled they got that reaction from the
community. We didn’t think anyone would go in the first year!
Creative Capricorn really exposed me to a lot of new practitioners in the region. Via the Full Tilt
Film Festival I saw examples of other artists’ work that I hadn’t come across before, and we have
gone on to collaborate on different projects. Since Creative Capricorn has finished there are a
number of other local artists I’ve gone on to collaborate with and produced more work with.
Because prior to Creative Capricorn I wasn’t familiar with the work and hadn’t been exposed to it.
The strengths of the program were giving artists an opportunity, via funding, outside of the
Regional Arts Development Fund- which really gave artists more autonomy to do what they
wanted. They gave them good free reign.
Even though the program has stopped running there’s still some things going on, there are still
some people practicing. The infrastructure that Creative Capricorn put in place, particularly in the
Walter Reid Centre via the open studios downstairs, has been a good initiative and has produced
some good cooperatives and sole practitioners and they’re still making some really great artwork
with a strong community focus.
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Appendix 2- People consulted
We consulted with the following artists and stakeholder throughout the project.

Artists- commissioned
Nanette Balchin

Capricornia Printmakers

Michelle Black

Arts Workshop facilitator

Kaylene Butler

Toonooba Voices Film Producer

Bec Cawthorne

TRACE artist

Amber Countryman

Arts Workshop facilitator

Pamela Croftwarcon

Capricornia Arts Mob

Patty Dunn

Arts Workshop facilitator

Tom Hearn

Bush TV

Sue Kraatz

Murri Girls Into Art

Derek Lamb

Print maker

Kate Leahy

Musician, Village Festival Road Tour

Sarah Lewis

Community Arts Worker

Peta Lloyd

Capricornia Printmakers

Ainslie McMahon

Arts Workshop facilitator

Maaret Sinkko

Capricornia Printmakers

Annie Simmons

Arts Workshop facilitator

Janet Stevenson

Arts Workshop facilitator

Emily Szilveszter

Living Lens

Peter Szilveszter

Living Lens

Emma Ward

Arts Workshop facilitator

Artists- not commissioned
Alison Clarke

Visual artist

Paul Ryan

Arts worker

Mark Svenden

Children’s book writer

Sue and Trish, President

Spinners and Weavers Group

and Treasurer
Jodie Van de Wetering
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Internal stakeholders
Rod Ainsworth

Creative Producer

Creative Capricorn

Louise Hales

Associate Producer

Creative Capricorn

Gillian Gardiner

Former Director, Partnerships

Arts Queensland

Katie Edmiston

Manager, Partnerships

Arts Queensland

Susan Richer

Policy Manager, Policy and Strategy

Arts Queensland

Iona Cominos

Policy Manager, Policy and Strategy

Arts Queensland

Evan Pardon

CEO

Rockhampton Regional
Council

Margaret Strelow

Mayor

Rockhampton Regional
Council

Peter Owens

Manager, Arts and Heritage

Rockhampton Regional
Council

Rick Palmer

Peter Mackay

Strategic Manager, Economic

Rockhampton Regional

Development

Council

Marketing and Engagement

Rockhampton Regional
Council

Cheryl Haughton

Leanne Smith

Strategic Manager, Community and

Rockhampton Regional

Cultural Development

Council
Keppel Coast Arts

*Note: Attempts were made to interview a stakeholder representing the Australia Council for the Arts, but they
were unavailable.
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External stakeholders
Suzie Blair

Director, Development and Alumni

Central Queensland

Relations, Engagement and

University

Campuses Divisions
Diana Warnes

Curator

Rockhampton Art Gallery

Bronwyn Davies

Arts and Cultural Services Co-

Scenic Rim Regional

ordinator

Council

Evaluator, Goolwa’s Cultural Places

Flinders University

Dr Christine Putland

pilot
John Oster

Executive Director

Regional Arts Australia

John Smithies

Director

Cultural Development
Network

Kerryanne Farrer

Regional Arts Development Officer

Artslink Qld

Louise Campbell

Manager

Red Ridge (Interior Qld)

Shane Fitzgerald

Manager

Perk Tucker Gallery,
Townsville

Elizabeth Rogers
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Appendix 3 - Key program statistics 2012-2014

Funded projects

34

Paid artists

409

Volunteers

Approx. 400

Artists participated in skills devp

390

Audience

Approx 6,500 (across approximately 13,000
attendances/ engagements at events).

Program budget

$485,000

In-kind support

$185,000
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Appendix 4 - Funded projects 2012-2014
C R E AT I V E
CAPRICORN
PROJECT

OVERVIEW

ARTISTS

AUDIENCE

ROLE

Backbone Youth

An adaptation of A Midsummer

2 paid

12

Leader +

Arts

Night’s Dream with high school

5 volunteers

(children)

Partner

3 paid
3 volunteers

630

Leader +
Partner

2 volunteers

-

Supporter

90

Supporter

Year 1- 2012

students from the local region
Flipside Circus (Mt
Morgan)

Extension of Flipside Circus to
include Mt Morgan, following earlier
pilot.

Tim McGrath

A collection of songs inspired by

project

early 20th century poet Mary

development

Rattenbury.

Olga/Justine visit

Cross-cultural theatre-makers

2 paid

worked with two of England’s finest

(children)

artists. Workshops with high school
students around the region.
Walter’s Lounge

Partnership with Keppel Coast Arts,

25 paid

an informal Sunday afternoon gig

6 volunteers

230

Leader +
Partner

presenting local musicians, writer
and visual artists with food and
drinks.

Year 2- 2013

Toonooba Voices

The launch of Creative Capricorn’s

21 paid

and Program

2013 program and premier

15 volunteers

Launch

screening of a new documentary

160

Leader

56

Leader

2634

Leader

film.
Warehouse

A professional development

3 paid

Program

program to support emerging

1 volunteer

artists in the development of
professional skills.
Murri Girls Into Art

Art healing project that brought a

16 paid

Exhibition

group of local Indigenous women

1 volunteer

together for emotional support
whilst learning skills in silk dyeing.
Exhibition at Rockhampton Art
Gallery and studio access.
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C R E AT I V E
CAPRICORN
PROJECT

OVERVIEW

ARTISTS

Flipside Circus

Circus training workshops and

11 paid

performances in Mt Morgan to

50 volunteers

AUDIENCE

1040

ROLE

Leader +
Partner

share circus skills and the positive
improvements they can make to
children’s lives. Professional
development to local teachers and
provide performance opportunities
for students.

Village Festival

Planning discussions for the annual

9 paid

Festival, sponsored performances

50 volunteers

640

Partner

587

Supporter

200 (est)

Leader

465

Leader

290

Leader

and workshops, production of
Festival Welcome Event and
Flipside Circus workshops.
Village Festival

A musical tour, employing local

9 paid

Road Trip

musicians, showcasing original

36 volunteers

music throughout Central
Queensland and engaging local
musicians in performance and
professional skills development
workshops.
Curator in

Launched at the Walter’s Block

1 paid

Residence

Party, an arts curator was placed in
residence at the Walter Reid

150
volunteers

Cultural Centre for seven weeks to
work with all 13 tenant groups of
the Walter Reid Centre on
professional development activities.

Companies in

Three companies in residence at

30 paid

Residence

the Walter Reid Centre were

23 volunteers

supported to host exhibitions,
events, workshops and
professional development activities.
TRACE

Five signifiant sites in Rockhampton

27 paid

were transformed to promote the

10 volunteers

local heritage of the area through
the arts in an open weekend.
Visitors were offered poetry, dance,
film, music, visual arts, food and
entertainment.
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C R E AT I V E
CAPRICORN
PROJECT

OVERVIEW

ARTISTS

Walter’s Block

A free public event that included

16 paid

Party

live music, food and participatory

20 volunteers

AUDIENCE

ROLE

200 (est)

Leader

220

Partner

220

Leader

250

Leader +

art activities for the whole family.
Derby Street was closed off and
came alive with celebration of live
music showcasing local musicians
and local food and drink stalls.

Articulate

Arts Queensland’s biennial Regional

55 paid

Conference

Arts and Culture Conference was

10 volunteers

held in Rockhampton in partnership
with Rockhampton Regional
Council and Creative Capricorn.
Dingo Exhibition

Walter’s Lounge

Visual arts exhibition as part of the

10 paid

Articulate Conference.

3 volunteers

Free Sunday afternoon music and

56 paid

discussion sessions held at the

12 volunteers

Partner

Walter Reid Cultural Centre over
2012-2013.
Flood Markers

Three figurative flood markers

8 paid

n/a

Leader

9 volunteers

80

Leader

13 paid

30

Leader

A series of three film screening

4 paid

752

Leader

events designed to tell significant

3 volunteers

installed along Quay Street as
reminders of the power of the river
and our reliance on it.
Bursting at the

For one day in May, the Walter Reid

Seams

Cultural Centre was open to the
community for a full day of dance in
a variety of styles. A free event.

Year 3- 2014
Program Launch

Launch of the 2014 program. Walk
alone Public Art Walk. Breakfast
along the Fitzroy River

Full Tilt Film Festival

regional stories, with the themes of
Indigenous Stories, Immigration
and Regional Identity.
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C R E AT I V E
CAPRICORN
PROJECT

OVERVIEW

ARTISTS

Free Arts

Weekly arts workshops every

15 paid

Workshops

Saturday, held at the Rockhampton

8 volunteers

AUDIENCE

ROLE

867

Leader

3 paid

25

Leader

4 paid

4

Supporter

12

Supporter

10

Leader

36 volunteers

400 (est)

Leader

Fibre arts event held bi-annually.

13 paid

250-300

Supporter

Five days of learning and

35 volunteers

Botanic Gardens, Kershaw
Gardens and Walter Reid Cultural
Centre.
Art Incubator

A forum to investigate the potential

Forum

for the Walter Reid Cultural Centre.
Three arts workers from across the
country were involved. Private and
public forum.

Artist

Four artists were supported to

Transformation

attend John Paul Fischbach’s Artist

School

Transformation School.

Photographing your

Rockhampton Photography Club

1 paid

Art Workshop

ran a workshop with Walter Reid

2 volunteers

Cultural Centre tenants about how
best to photograph visual art work
for catalogues and online material.
Nail That Grant

The extension of the 2013 series of

Workshop

grant writing workshops. One

N/A

session was held in Yeppoon in
response to a request from
Livingstone Shire Council.
For Lease

An urban renewal project in the
heart of Rockhampton, filling empty
shops with art installations,
exhibitions and workshops.

Wrapt in Rocky

participation in fibre arts at
Rockhampton Girls Grammar
School.
Cabaret

A response to a request for support

4 paid

for the performing arts. Travis and

4 volunteers

150

Leader +
Supporter

Amanda Hock developed a
Cabaret show that was part of the
River Festival. It involved a number
of local performers.
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C R E AT I V E
CAPRICORN
PROJECT

OVERVIEW

ARTISTS

Blending Identities

Artists from Maori and Aboriginal

22 paid

cultures shared their cultures and

12 volunteers

AUDIENCE

ROLE

390

Supporter

800

Supporter

550

Supporter

developed collaborative works for
exhibition.
Bold Exhibition

Exhibition of works in the Walter

10 paid

Reid Cultural Centre Gallery over

5 volunteers

two nights.
CQUni Schools

Support of CQU Schools Jazz

2 paid

Jazz Festival

Festival to assist in building the

9 volunteers

event as a drawcard for the region.
Internationally recognised artists
and university lecturers in
workshops and a performance.
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Appendix 5 - Stakeholder discussion guides
DISCUSSION GUIDE- CEO AND MAYOR, ROCKHAMPTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
How successful do you think Creative Capricorn has been so far?
What have been the impediments and problems?
What impact has de-amalgamation had on the Program?
Do you think Council is currently doing everything it can to support Creative Capricorn?
Is it important that Council is seen to be supportive?
For Mayor Strelow:
What is your role in Creative Capricorn? Would you like that to stay the same, increase
or decrease?
Do you work with others from Council?
What sorts of activities do you support?
What is the best way for Council to support the Program going into its final 12 months?
What would you like to see as the legacy of the Program and what should happen
beyond the pilot period?

DISCUSSION GUIDE - MANAGER, ARTS AND HERITAGE, ROCKHAMPTON
REGIONAL COUNCIL
Has your involvement in Creative Capricorn changed over time? How are you involved?
Do you think Creative Capricorn has been successful so far? What have been the
impediments and challenges?
What impact has de-amalgamation had on the Program?
Has Creative Capricorn been featured in tourism marketing messages for the region?
Do you think the profile of the region has changed at all because of Creative Capricorn?
Have there been any spin-offs for Council from Creative Capricorn?
What has been the extent of Council’s support for Creative Capricorn?
What is the best way for Council to support the Program going into its final 12 months?
Tell me about the River Festival. How involved was Creative Capricorn in its planning
and delivery?
Does Council have a Cultural Plan yet? What plans are in place?
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Has Council been working with Livingstone Shire on regional strategies? Have plans
been put in place to work with festivals in other shires?
Have any Council positions lost in the de-amalgamation process been reinstated?
What has been evidence of the lasting legacy of Creative Capricorn?
Do you community participation in the arts has been sustained?
Do you see evidence of artists using the skills they’ve learned through the program and
advancing their careers independently?
Was Rockhampton the right location for the program? Why/ why not?

DISCUSSION GUIDE- STRATEGIC MANAGER, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
ROCKHAMPTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
Has your involvement in Creative Capricorn changed over time?
Do you think Creative Capricorn has been successful so far? What have been the
impediments and challenges?
Has Creative Capricorn been featured in tourism marketing messages for the region?
Do you think the profile of the region has changed at all because of Creative Capricorn?
Have there been any spin-offs for Council from Creative Capricorn?
How has the de-amalgamation impacted on Creative Capricorn? Has Council had to
withdraw support?
Last year you told me that Council was supportive of Creative Capricorn. Do you still
think this is the case?
How likely to you think that Council will continue to invest in the project beyond the pilot
period?

DISCUSSION GUIDE- CREATIVE CAPRICORN’S PRODUCER AND ASSISTANT
PRODUCER
What is the focus/ theme for 2014? What new events and activities?
Over past 12 months:
- What new programs are planned?
- Is there a sense of growing momentum?
- Is the profile of participants changing?
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- Are numbers of participants increasing?
- Any new non-traditional spaces being used?
- Have professional development activities continued into 2014?
- Have new networks and connections being developed between artists and
stakeholders? Other networks?
- Have networks created with Council being maintained?
- Is there evidence that the community is starting to value arts and culture more?
- What have you achieved with the website over the past 12 months? [probe: online
portal of activities?]
- What other sources of funding has Creative Capricorn attracted over the past 12
months?
What have been the main impediments to the success of the Program?
What would you like Council to be doing to better support the Program? What are the
priorities for the next 12 months?
Let’s think about Rockhampton beyond the pilot period. What are the options?

FINAL YEAR DISCUSSION GUIDE- CREATIVE CAPRICORN’S PRODUCER
MODEL
How would you describe what should constitute success for the program?
If Council had been more engaged, how could the outcomes have been different?
Do you think Rockhampton was the right place to invest in, given the challenges and
low levels of engagement before the program?
Was three years long enough to changes in attitudes and engagement with the arts?
How did the program plan for long term sustainability of outcomes?
From your experience working in the regions, what are some key success factors of a
good working model?
OUTCOMES
What were some of the key lasting outcomes?
What do you think worked best for whom? Which part of the program generated the
most valuable outcomes for the investment of time and money?
Were you satisfied with the level of engagement with the program?
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Did the natural disasters in the region have an impact on people’s willingness to ability
to engage with the program?
LESSONS LEARNED
If a similar thing were to be rolled out again, how do you think it should be done
differently?
DISCUSSION GUIDE- EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
What role does Council have to play as a central partner and driver in an arts led
initiative?
Do you think it’s worth investing in a region where there is low energy or low
engagement?
Is a three year period sufficient to expect long term changes in attitudes and
engagement with the arts?
Does there necessarily need to be a lead arts or cultural organisation driving the
project? What are the implications of there not being one?
Is there potential for a number of councils to work together on these kinds of initiatives
to mitigate political risk? (eg Shockwave Festival in Central West region as a crosscultural model; also NSW regional arts model). Probe with Arts NSW: 14 Regional Arts
Boards (RABs). How does this work? How is it different to RADOs?
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Appendix 6 - Community Survey
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